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ABSTRACT
When designing a lens, cost and manufacturing concerns are extremely
challenging, especially with radical optical designs. The tolerance process is the
bridge between design and manufacturing. Three techniques which improve the
interaction between lens design and engineers are successfully shown in this
thesis along with implementation of these techniques. First, a method to
accurately model optomechanical components within lens design is developed
and implemented. Yield improvements are shown to increase by approximately
3% by modeling optomechanical components. Second, a method utilizing
aberration theory is applied to discover potential tolerance sensitivity of an
optical system through the design process. The use of aberration theory gives an
engineer ways to compensate for errors. Third, a method using tolerance grade
mapping is applied to error values of an optical system. This mapping creates a
simplified comparison method between individual tolerances and lens designs.
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction
The act of tolerancing a lens in most cases is the most critical and time
consuming aspect during the optical design process [1–5]. This is due to the fact
that a lens design on paper can meet any and all requirements that have been set
for it. The transition between the two may be physically impossible to
manufacture. Error values may be left as illogical values which are extremely
difficult to manufacture as well as costly. The conclusion drawn is that
tolerancing should take up most of the lens design process in trying to balance
the cost or manufacturability with performance. This time is taken away from the
design or engineering time in its nature. In most situations it is not possible to
allow this much time for tolerancing relative to design. What should be the case
is that tolerance assignments are performed to increase efficiency and realistic
modeling within the development phase of a project prior to manufacturing.
Much has been written about tolerancing to improve the techniques and
streamline the process entirely [6–8]. When tolerancing, many different methods
have been attempted and applied to improve the system figure of merit. In most
cases, the tolerance assignment goals minimize the time to find error sensitivities.
A large focus has historically been spent on the statistical aspects of
tolerancing [9–11]. Comparing the variety of work published in the overarching
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subject of optical design to tolerancing, it is surprising that more material is not
focused on error analysis.
The fundamental concept behind tolerancing is assigning an error to a
construction parameter for the optical system. These errors are viewed as
allowable changes to the physical dimension or property when the time comes to
eventually produce an end product [12,13]. This leads to the direct juxtaposition
between the allowable errors in a value and the cost of the end product.
The main goal when tolerancing a lens is to assign errors which are easiest to
manufacture, reducing cost, and maintaining the required level of performance.
A delicate balance between the areas of tolerancing should be struck considering
these three aspects. The greater the error of a property of an optic, the easier it is
to produce. This ease of manufacturability has balanced the cost relative to the
maximum performance with the maximum gain in the build of the optic.
Understanding what is required to properly tolerance an optic means the
engineer must ideally be able to relate the manufacturability of a property to the
associated cost.
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1.1.

CURRENT TOLERANCING METHODS
The current methods of tolerancing in a sampling of commercial optical

design programs need to be discussed before improvements can be
approached [14–16]. Each lens design program has its own methods to ease the
tolerance process for user interaction [17,18]. This mixture of methods may leave
a designer feeling lost. The designer may not properly assign errors to a lens
without a critical understanding of these tolerancing techniques. Tolerance
techniques are built by a strong foundation of knowledge of fabrication methods
and metrology. This imperfect tolerancing may result in skyrocketing costs for
the finished design or lenses that will not meet the final specifications after they
are built.
This has left each of the codes with slight differences between them. The
tolerancing methods of the three major programs [14–16] have been mixed
together to minimize any confusion with specific lens design codes in this thesis.
No specific program is identified based on what methods it uses for tolerancing.
This anonymity allows a lens designer to pick whichever code they choose. The
methods shown here do not depend on any specific choice of optical design code,
programming language, or analysis tool.
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1.1.1. Sensitivity Analysis
In Sensitivity Analysis modes, each of the lens design programs needs to have
a previously defined set of tolerances. This includes having tolerance parameters
and required magnitudes. Individual tolerances are analyzed, thus finding what
the performance degradation is for errors associated with each respective
tolerance. This method allows a comparison to be made between possible
tolerances by considering each individual error. This does not necessarily
consider interaction between errors. Additionally, this method does not assist in
defining what the tolerance values should be. Instead, it provides a translation
between error limits and performance degradation.
1.1.2. Inverse Sensitivity Analysis
An Inverse Sensitivity Analysis takes a system level property (figure of merit)
and finds out when each tolerance reaches this point [19,20]. Some prominent
figures of merit values include wavefront error, spot size, and MTF. A designer
can determine or reassign error limits for all parameters by performing an
inverse sensitivity. Generally, in an inverse sensitivity analysis similar to a
sensitivity analysis, the errors are analyzed one at a time. There is no interaction
of tolerances in inverse sensitivity analysis.
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1.1.3. Monte Carlo Analysis
The last general method of tolerancing may be the most critical for
verification and analysis. A Monte Carlo Analysis assigns statistical distributions
between the tolerances (limits) with discrete simulations randomly selecting
error values within the tolerance limits and analyzing a chosen performance
metric. The design program is going through and setting build configurations
based on specific numbers computed with the statistical possibilities. Based on
the manufactured simulations, the Monte Carlo allows parameters to interact
with each other to compute the statistics of performance metrics. These
parameters interact in a compounding fashion to make the performance worse or
cancel each other out. Performing Monte Carlo simulations can be the most time
consuming aspect of tolerancing [17]. Many samples must be taken to properly
run the number of simulations necessary and achieve a point at which the noise
is minimized [21].
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1.2.

IMPLEMENTING TOLERANCE TOOLS
A designer wants to minimize the consumed time as much as possible when

actually implementing the above tolerance methods. A greater focus can then be
given to the actual system design. This thesis looks at the amount of time spent
on the above discussed methods of tolerancing. Each individual section analyzes
a single aspect of the three tolerance methods and improves them to minimize
time required by a designer. These improvements do not affect potential fallacies
when only trying to utilize a single tolerance method (sensitivity, inverse
sensitivity, or Monte Carlo simulation). All improvements assist in minimizing
the total time required when using all three tolerance methods in conjunction.
One good approach to performing a tolerance analysis for a new optical
design is to do an inverse sensitivity first to find a beginning point. It is possible
to use past experience as a similar foundation to find error values. Modification
depends on the lens form with each of the tolerances set. A sensitivity analysis
can be performed to find out what the performance degradation will be
regarding each of the newly assigned tolerances. A more complete analysis can
be performed when the designer is comfortable with each of these sensitivity
results and the manufacturing feasibility of the full tolerance set. The full and
final analysis can be done with a Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo
simulation is an iterative process to achieve the necessary results. It is possible to
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take a nominal lens form with tolerances assigned to it and determine the
expected manufacturing yields once all of this is completed.
The methods shown in this thesis will help to “season” designers to grasp
some fundamentals of tolerancing and apply them through the use of time and
experience.
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1.3.

THESIS OVERVIEW
There are many small improvements that can be made through the field of

tolerancing after the classic tolerance cycle is known to a designer. The
improvements shown in this thesis are an incremental improvement to the
tolerance process. The intent is to ease the life of a designer and simplify the
entire tolerance process. A designer can get lost in the minutiae of tolerancing
without years of experience. The goal of this thesis work is to create tolerancing
tools that can be part of the repertoire by a new or younger designer to
understand their results better. This needs to be done while still achieving the
level of system performance necessary. All of the following chapters have been
published previously [22–24]. The works here are tied together much closer by
showing the improvements between each aspect and how they affect the
tolerance cycle.
1.3.1. Optomechanical Considerations for Realistic Tolerancing
The first tool created simulates the mechanical housing within a lens design
code. Simulations may become physically unrealizable and pessimistic without
proper checks. The result of this is lower simulated yields. This occurs when an
optical element is simulated to be in the same location as part of the mechanical
housing. An improved simulation method is defined and demonstrated in this
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section. Considerations in simulating the realistic optomechanical housing will
assist in controlling cost and providing more accurate simulation results.
1.3.2. Aberration Considerations in Lens Tolerancing
The second design tool allows the designer to run simple tolerancing
sensitivities on any lens form. Tolerancing sensitivity methods in lens design
codes are often a “black-box”. Part of the black-box secrecy of tolerancing
sensitivity is removed using aberration theory of plane symmetric systems. This
method provides a new approach and some insights into tolerancing. The
tolerance sensitivities that are found via this method are with respect to surface
tilt, center thickness, index value, and radius. Exact wavefront calculations are
performed to find uniform astigmatism, uniform coma, linear astigmatism,
distortion I, distortion II, spherical aberration, linear coma, quadratic
astigmatism, and cubic distortion to analyze these perturbations. This type of
analysis requires a deeper understanding of the optical system at its core. It can
also assist a designer much more than a single change in the figure of merit as
most lens design programs would do.
1.3.3. Efficient Assessment of Lens Manufacturability in Optical Design
A tolerance grade mapping is created to ease the comparison between
tolerance values and their relation to manufacturability (cost). Further expanding
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tolerance grade mapping allows optical design form comparison by evaluating
manufacturability. The basis of tolerance grade mapping is to establish a direct
relationship between tolerances and cost instead of utilizing aberration theory or
assessing ray bending. A difficult to explain situation is eased by tying the two
aspects most important to non-optical engineers (cost and performance) together.
Tolerance grade mapping is first applied to a single lens system to show the
simplicity at which tolerance comparison can be made individually. Multiple
lens forms are then compared. The lenses then have a tolerance grade mapped to
their respective results to understand which lens form is best. An optical
engineer is then able to better judge how a design should proceed by showing
the comparison of different lens forms.
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CHAPTER 2 - Optomechanical Considerations for Realistic Tolerancing
2.1.

INTRODUCTION
The process of tolerancing a lens assembly has historically been long and

iterative [2–4]. Using any of the known techniques [8,10,25], it is possible to
predict manufacturing results. The best result that can be received is yield
results [5,26] for high volume systems. Implementing a Monte Carlo simulation
to find a figure of merit [6,8], the tolerance summary can give a theoretical yield
result. With modern computing technology, simulations should accurately
predict optical systems with their respective tolerances to match the end product
manufacturing results.
Lens design codes do not automatically build in optomechanical accuracy in
tolerance simulations [11]. Within these lens design codes, generally only optical
components are fully defined and considered for tolerancing. This leaves all
optomechanical considerations to the optical engineer. Since most of the accuracy
verification is left up to the engineer, a general simulated tolerance solution set
can contradict what is physically realizable. Within this paper, the definition of
physically unrealizable is meant to convey a lens system where the optical
system interferes with the mechanical system. In a practical sense, this means
that statistical lens simulations are colocated with metal or any other mounting
material. Predicted yield results are pessimistic in this paradigm because cases
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that are physically impossible are included. This paper discusses a solution to
this problem through statistical filtering [27]. Using the statistical accept-reject
method [28] as a filter for the lens cases that are physically unrealizable, it is
possible to implement more optimistic and realistic tolerancing.
This paper discusses the definition and methodology of optomechanical
statistical filtering. Additionally, this filtering method is applied to two particular
design forms. The results from these two designs are discussed.
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2.2.

METHODOLOGY
To ensure that proper considerations are made for statistical filtering, an

example is analyzed. This case, illustrated in Figure 1, is used to help explain and
quantify the filtering method. This example is shown in Figure 1. The lens is two
double convex lenses. As shown in Figure 1b, the lens is already interfering with
the mount. This effect occurs with just 0.1° of mounting roll for the lenses and
spacer.

(A)

(B)

Figure 1. Example of two double convex lenses separated by a spacer in a barrel.
All rolls shown are 0.1°.

Lenses are first modeled in CAD software [29] (before any Monte Carlo
simulations) to determine the error magnitude that can physically occur based
solely on the amount of roll. Roll throughout this paper is defined as a rotation of
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a surface about the center of curvature for another surface. A visual
representation of this description can be seen in Figure 2. Roll typically means
that a spacer mounted on a spherical surface can rotate about the center of
curvature for that same spherical surface. An example of a mechanical system
that implements roll is a positioning goniometer. These stages roll about a
specific center of curvature.

Figure 2. Visual representation of element roll induced on the second element in
the doublet lens.

The following equations are developed to ensure realistic tolerancing. All
calculations are done from the vertex of each surface. Using the surface vertices
means that the sag is not taken into account. This approximation can be
expanded further, but is sufficient for statistical filtering in a majority of cases.
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The lens is defined in a lens design code along with their tolerances based on
possible errors that take into account the housing. A Monte Carlo analysis is then
performed. Within each Monte Carlo iteration it is possible to receive the
decenter (x, y, and z translation) and tilt (α, β, and γ rotations) values for each
surface in a global coordinate system. Individually, the tilt and decenter terms
are analyzed in x and y and converted to a single parameter value of ρ. This
conversion realistically models tilt as a single value with random orientation,
rather than having α and β as independent random variables. To simplify the
values obtained, it is possible to ignore the z and γ because of rotational
symmetry. In other words, if there is interference between an optic and the
housing, there will be interference on one side, with a coordinating gap on the
other. This can be rotated through the barrel to any position, but will still occur.
The examples used and shown were produced by a single bore, which means
that all possible cases have the same limiting value. If a multi-bore machining
process was required, the z value would be used to determine optics’ location in
relation to the housing. In that particular case, different limiting values would be
used relative to their z position.
The tilt values α and β, are related to the semi-diameter value. Equations 1
and 2 are used to quantify the change in semi-diameter (sdiameter) with respect
to element tilt.
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(1)

(2)

Taking each of these modified semi-diameters into account; Equation 3 is
defined to compute the maximum semi-diameter value.

(3)

Converting this system into cylindrical coordinates simplifies the algorithm
and decreases computing time because only a single coordinate parameter needs
to be considered. A conversion was performed within Equation 4 to find the
single coordinate at which the greatest decenter would occur.

(4)

Converting the maximum decenter and the maximum tilt to a combined
quantity, Equation 5 was developed. This equation creates a single value (in
cylindrical coordinates) of maximum semi-diameter which avoids interference.
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(5)

Within the code, each surface value is compared to the z value for a
predefined location showing what maximum bore values are allowed for each
range. In each comparison, the program analyzes if the maximum semi-diameter
value is less than the allowed interference inducing value. Non-physical cases
that fail the check are filtered, and are ignored in simulation.
The above equations analyze the geometry in a plane containing the lens
vertex. A higher level of accuracy can be considered by moving the z position to
account for the sag of each lens. Determining the z position to compute the most
accurate result is beyond the scope of this work and is not discussed further. A
comparison is made between the lens vertex case and the edge. The design in
Figure 1 is analyzed at the lens vertex and the actual edge position. The
difference between these values was found to be 3.608μm. In this particular case,
the radii used are relatively steep in addition to the amount of tilt. In cases with a
greater radius the difference between the sag and the actual edge position would
be lower.
These equations are used in Monte Carlo simulations to predict as-built
performance. A sufficient number of iterations must be run to minimize
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statistical noise. The examples in this paper are run with a minimum of 10,000
iterations to limit this level of noise [21]. At least 10,000 valid cases that pass the
interference check is also targeted, meaning that the unfiltered data will have
more than 10,000 simulated systems if any cases are rejected due to interference.
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2.3.

DATA
2.3.1. Implementation for Verification of the Method
This methodology of filtering in optical tolerancing is implemented in Code

V [14]. This lens code provides the capability to filter within the Monte Carlo
simulation algorithm. The tilt and decenter data is used in Code V to specifically
filter with the derived method mathematical equations. The equations are used
to compare to the maximum diameter position of the lens to the barrel inner
diameter. After the diameter to barrel comparison is performed, if the lens is not
physically realizable, that particular iteration through the Monte Carlo
simulation is simply ignored.
Monte Carlo simulations are performed to see the number of faulty cases that
are discovered. The number of simulations run is compared to the total sample.
The result shows how many non-physical cases each Monte Carlo simulation
generates.
2.3.2. Double Gauss Design
For the first design form chosen, a Double Gauss lens is chosen from Smith’s
book [4]. Modifications are made to ensure that all major element diameters are
the same value. This modification eased the design form into one which utilizes a
single lens bore. Without any modifications, this lens cannot use a single bore
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mounting configuration. Figure 2 shows the lens layout. This lens specifically is a
100mm Double Gauss design. The lens is operating at an F/# of 2.9.

Figure 3. Double Gauss Lens Layout. Figure 12.6 from Smith’s Modern Lens
Design [4].

The nominal performance that is considered for this lens is RMS wavefront
error (RMS WFE). This performance is shown in Table 1. These performance
specifications are being given as a reference, granted the change from these
nominal values due to fabrication errors is the key.
Table 1. Nominal performance of Double Gauss Lens after modifications for
diameter optimization.
Image Height

On Axis
(0mm)

0.707% Field
(7.07mm)

Full Field
(10mm)

RMS Wavefront Error
(waves)

0.229777

0.337660

0.371123

The lens design in Figure 3 has a basic mechanical housing. The single bore
concept allows for simple machining and assembly. There is a 50μm boregap
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between each of the elements and the inner diameter of the housing. The primary
author’s past experience and previous coursework [30] have determined that this
amount of boregap is readily achievable in many optical fabrication
environments, and also eases the element placement during assembly.

Figure 4. Double Gauss lens mounted in a barrel. The mounting barrel has a
50μm boregap between the lens diameter edges and the housing nominally.

When modeling this lens with only element roll errors, the result in Figure 5
is produced. This lens is modeled with just a 1 arc minute angle for each surface.
The simulation results show, even with the small error magnitudes being
considered, only a minimal amount of grouped rotation is needed to create nonphysical cases. In practice, the elements each has a maximum wedge induced of
50μm of edge thickness difference. Each individual element (Elements 1 and 6)
can roll about their mounting face by a maximum of half of the boregap (25μm)
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added to half of the possible mechanical decenter (25μm). Any tilt that can be
induced in a spacer is considered with a 1.5 arc minute wedge maximum. Lastly,
any decenter is considered as a concentricity error by the maximum of half of the
boregap (25μm) added to half of the possible mechanical decenter (25μm). There
was no on-axis tolerances considered. Excluding the on-axis errors shows what
the real errors of this design are with the mechanical modeling.

(B)
(A)

Figure 5. Tilted Double Gauss lens mounted in a barrel. One arc minute of roll is
induced for each surface. (A) The entire barrel does not appear to have any
interference. (B) When looking closely at the lens, a physically unrealizable
condition is present.

When the Monte Carlo simulation in the lens design code is done, data can be
post-processed in a separate analysis tool (e.g. MATLAB [31]) to create a
probability density function (PDF). This plot is similar to a histogram plot in that
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it shows the probability that each value will occur. Figure 6 shows the two
different cases: (a) with realistic tolerance filtering and (b) all simulated cases.
The results of these simulations are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 6. Double Gauss probability density function (PDF) in terms of RMS
wavefront Error. (A) The PDF of this lens with filtering being done. (B) The PDF
of this same lens without any filtering being done.
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Looking at these frequency plots subtly renders evidence that the remaining
physically realistic cases have improved performance. In order to see this fact
more clearly, the plots in Figure 7 show the unfiltered cases subtracted from the
filtered cases. As the PDF is analyzed across the field, it becomes clear that a
higher percentage of cases are to the left in the plots. When the difference plots
are negative, there are more occurrences in the unfiltered cases. The plots in
Figure 7 very clearly correlate to a greater performance yield across the field after
filtering. The realistic tolerancing method is filtering non-physical cases with
worse performance.
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Figure 7. Double Gauss difference plots between the two PDF functions. All
positive values show more filtered cases; whereas all negative values show more
negative cases.
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In addition to PDF and difference plots, the first two centered statistical
moments are provided in Table 2. The moments that are shown are the mean and
standard deviation (granted the distributions are also skewed and have nonnormal kurtosis values). The moment data indicate that filtered case has better
statistical performance than the unfiltered case. Notably the values for the mean
are lower. This is further evidence that the realistic tolerancing method is
effective at filtering out non-physical cases that have worse performance. This
result is intuitive; furthermore, the hypothesis that this method is advantageous
is thus proven correct.
Table 2. Centered statistical moments of both Double Gauss data sets
Filtered Cases
0.707%
Full
On Axis
Field
Field

Unfiltered Cases
0.707%
Full
On Axis
Field
Field

Mean

0.585704

0.650513

0.76795

0.590746

0.668612

0.794274

Standard
Deviation

0.472243

0.456661

0.486235

0.482612

0.473229

0.510501

2.3.3. Microscope Objective Design
For the second example case, a much more sensitive design is examined. A
fast microscope objective is chosen to demonstrate the realistic tolerancing
method. Figure 7 shows a patented microscope objective [32] chosen because it
can be modeled without sub-cells in the opto-mechanics. Once this lens is
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implemented in the design code, modifications are made to the element
diameters.

Figure 8. Microscope Objective Lens Layout. United States Patent number
5,502,0596 [32], Example 1.

The assumed image plane for the microscope objective is a ½” sensor. In
Figure 8, the image plane is seen to the left (opposite of the canonical “left-toright” convention for light flow direction). To find the proper object height for
this system, Equation 6 is used. Since the microscope objective is operating at 40x
with a ½” sensor the object diameter in the design is 0.2mm (full field).

(6)

The nominal performance that is considered for this lens is RMS wavefront
error (RMS WFE). This performance is shown in Table 3. These performance
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specifications are again merely being given as a reference, granted it is likely
further refinement of this design is possible. The change from these nominal
values due to errors induced by tolerancing is what is important.
Table 3. Nominal performance of Microscope Objective Lens.
Image Height

On Axis
(0mm)

0.707% Field
(0.0707mm)

Full Field
(0.1mm)

RMS Wavefront Error
(waves)

0.1656

0.1780

0.2049

Strehl Ratio

0.339

0.286

0.191

When considering mounting this lens assembly, assume that as many
elements as possible can be used in a drop together configuration [33]. Note that
this is very likely not the chosen methodology to align this type of lens, as most
microscope objective configurations use active alignment schemes. For this
particular case, the drop together configuration is used to verify the utility of the
filtered realistic tolerancing method. Figure 9 shows the optical design with the
optomechanical configuration. Due to the likely need for high lens performance,
a tighter boregap value of 20μm is utilized.
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Figure 9. Microscope Objective lens mounted in a barrel. This mounting barrel
has a nominal 20μm boregap between the lens diameter edges and the housing.

Figure 10 shows the resulting lens with only 1 arc minute element rolls
possible for each surface. The end result shows that even a minimal amount of
rotation can create a physically unrealizable occurrence. When this design is
actually toleranced, the elements each has a maximum wedge induced of 5μm of
edge thickness difference. Each individual element or group can roll about their
mounting face by a maximum of 1.5 arc minute. These are the only tolerances in
this example. Including only these non-axially symmetric errors helps isolate the
effects of the realistic filtering method.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 10. The tilted Microscope Objective lens mounted in a barrel. One arc
minute of roll is induced for each surface. (A) The entire barrel does not appear
to have any optomechanical interference. (B) When looking closely at the lens
boregap, a physically unrealizable condition is present.

When the lens design code is done running through Monte Carlo iterations, it
is possible to take the data directly from the design code and input it into
MATLAB [31] again. The probability density functions (PDF) is created in
MATLAB to ease the bin size that is used. The two different cases of when there
is a filter and when there is not are shown below. Comparing these plots is
difficult for this particular design form. The reason that it is more difficult is
because the difference in performance is not as vastly different as with the
Double Gauss lens. In addition to these plots, the first two centered statistical
moments are shown in Table 4. These moments give the engineer a quick
assessment of the statistical properties. The key here is that even though the
realistic tolerancing method is not drastically improving the yield, it is also not
causing degradation. The cases being filtered are unrealistic and should not be
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included regardless. Moreover, the optical engineer does not know a priori if
filtering unrealistic cases will improve yield and allow looser tolerances. It is safe
to say that the realistic tolerancing method is always appropriate and useful.
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Figure 11. Microscope Objective probability density function (PDF) in terms of
RMS wavefront Error. (A) The PDF of this lens with filtering being done. (B) The
PDF of this same lens without any filtering being done.
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Table 4. Statistical moments of both Double Gauss data sets
Filtered Cases
0.707%
On Axis
Full Field
Field
Mean

Unfiltered Cases
0.707%
On Axis
Full Field
Field

0.2216346

0.2333338

0.2580913

0.2245778

0.2360095

0.2608657

Standard
0.0359655
Deviation

0.0322645

0.0299917

0.0357781

0.0317727

0.0294042

To better analyze the data, two cases that are greater than the filter limit are
provided in Table 5. These two sets of data show that these cases (well outside of
the desired performance threshold) have a drastic increase in their wavefront
error values. In turn, when viewing the wavefront error values for a filtered case
that is just outside of the range, these values are much lower. Hence, the cases
being filtered are worse in performance as expected.
Table 5. Comparison of two iterations from the Monte Carlo of the microscope
objective design and their respective wavefront errors
Maximum value found WFE On Axis WFE 0.707% Field WFE Full Field
6.33533

0.291982

0.267401

0.293338

6.31009

0.2058

0.219203

0.249642
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2.4.

RESULTS

Once tolerance simulations are run for both designs, the entire sample set is
recorded and filtered. The number of iterations is compared to the performance
yield found for each case. When looking at number of iterations run for the same
design, the yield noticeably improves, as shown by the specific cases in Table 6.
Table 6. Both designs’ performance yield and the number of iterations run to get
the final results. Filtered results are shown with a gray background.
Performance Yield (At RMS
WFE Threshold on the Right)
On
0.707%
Full Field
Axis
Field
Double
Gauss Lens

0.5576

0.6205

0.3627

0.5755

0.6511

0.3923

Microscope
Objective
Lens

0.8201

0.773

0.522

0.823

0.777

0.525

Wavefront
Error
(waves)
1.00

0.25

Cases
Run
10,000
43,306
10,000
17,213

Percentage
of Cases
Run
4.331%

1.721%

With these two design examples, it is possible to see the filtered cases
produced higher performance (and hence higher yield) for their respective
figures of merit. When comparing the differences between each design form, the
filtered cases require more sample points to achieve the same number of retained
cases (10,000) for statistical assessment. The filtered cases clearly are able to
eliminate the ridiculous physically impossible situations within the simulation.
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In turn, this reduction of absurdity reduces meaningless and costly tolerance
tightening.
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2.5.

CHAPTER CONCLUSION
This paper has defined a methodology to do realistic optical tolerance

filtering to eliminate physically impossible lens embodiments in simulations. A
set of equations have been developed to find the maximum laterally-displaced
position of a lens within an optical system. Implementation of these equations
enables filtering of physically unrealizable lens assemblies in Monte Carlo
tolerancing. Comparisons of filtered and unfiltered simulations using two optical
designs are shown to illustrate the practicality and utility of the realistic
tolerancing method.
The results from this development and study have matched intuition. It is
clear that this system of Monte Carlo filtering can be utilized to more realistically
sample as-built performance of optical systems. Example results indicate that a
more optimistic outlook towards optical tolerancing is possible with a trend for
an increase in yield. The first example clearly showed this trend with its yield
increase of 36.3% to 39.2%. This in turn affords the engineer flexibility to
tolerance the system in a more cost effective manner.
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CHAPTER 3 - Aberration Considerations in Lens Tolerancing
3.1.

INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, optical tolerancing is performed as a blind process. This has

become prominent because of the ease of accessibility of high power computing.
Designers now have the opportunity to run thousands of Monte Carlo iterations
of a system and find out what the possible lens manufacturing yield is. While
being highly accurate, this blind method of tolerancing creates a curtain in the
tolerance process. Taking advantage of aberration theory can substantially help
to reduce tolerances and remove somewhat the curtain [25,34,35]. By using
aberration theory the designer can understand the main effects of the
perturbations and devise ways to compensate, mitigate, or remove them.
Currently a perception is that most of the engineer’s design time should be
spent tolerancing [3,36–38]. By understanding aberration effects it is possible to
speed up the design process. Reducing the amount of time the designer spends
tolerancing is a step in the right direction.
As perturbations are introduced in an axially symmetric system, this
symmetry is lost. The perturbed system can be analyzed as having an axially
symmetry part and a plane symmetric part, when element decentration and tilts
are in one direction. Thus in my approach I define and determine aberration
sensitivities of a lens to both axial [37] and non-axial perturbations [39–41]. This
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approach could be extended to perturbations in two planes; however, only one
plane is necessary to substantially understand the lens under perturbation.
As shown below I analyzed a set of objective lenses [8] using the tolerancing
approach discussed in this paper. Our analysis presents results from each
individual lens perturbation in a stacked bar chart format. This presentation of
data gives an ease of breakdown of tolerance sensitivities that provides useful
insight.
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3.2.

MOTIVATION
Tolerancing an optical system requires a vast knowledge of not just the lens

system itself, but how these optics will work in conjunction with the remainder
of the system. Being able to classically analyze an optical system for the standard
aberrations typically is not sufficient when considering the tolerance and how to
build a system.
An extension of primary aberrations considers the optical system as a plane
symmetric system. When this type of aberration theory is dissected, the actual
minutia of an optical design can be understood from a tolerance perspective. The
designer is then able to proceed towards getting an end product built. The
combination of an understanding of tolerances with classic aberration theory
gives the lens designer an understanding of what is actually occurring in the
optical system as an as-built system. Without the understanding of the plane
symmetric aberration theory, it may be possible for a lens designer to make a
lens, but the tolerances associated with it may not be appropriate.
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3.3.

THEORY
In a tolerancing analysis, a nominally axially symmetric system is perturbed

and the axial symmetry is lost. If surface tilts are in one plane, the lens system
becomes plane symmetric [40]. Table 7 provides the primary aberrations of a
plane symmetric system organized in groups and subgroups according to
aberration symmetry. Examination of Table 7 shows that it consists of the
primary aberrations of axially symmetric systems and new aberrations that result
from reducing the system symmetry to two planes of symmetry and
subsequently to one plane of symmetry. Evaluating the aberration coefficients of
Table 1 provides understanding about how the nominal lens is perturbed. For
example, because uniform astigmatism depends on the square of the surface tilt
angle, it is not an aberration that can be expected to be significant in a perturbed
lens system. Uniform coma and linear astigmatism are the main aberrations to
be expected to degrade a sharp image. Clearly, by adding the tilt of the image
plane as a compensator, one can expect increased tolerances. If the sensitivity to
uniform coma from a lens is high, then this lens can be used to compensate
uniform coma. Thus, knowledge of the aberration forms that result from
fabrication errors is useful.
One way to determine the aberration coefficients is by analytical formulas
[40,42]. However, there are induced aberrations [43] that are not considered in a
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simple summation of aberrations. In this paper, to increase accuracy, I define
aberrations by symmetry and calculate them with real ray tracing.
Table 7. Tilted Component Optical System Aberrations to Fourth Order
Wavefront Coefficient Functional form

Aberration Name

W02002

Uniform Astigmatism

W11011

Anamorphism

W20020

Quadratic Piston

W21110

Quadratic Distortion 2 (Smile)

W12010

Field Tilt

W30010

Cubic Piston

W12101

Linear Astigmatism

W03001

Uniform Coma

W21001

Quadratic Distortion 1 (Keystone)

W22200

Quadratic Astigmatism

W13100

Linear Coma

W31100

Cubic Distortion

W04000

Spherical Aberration

W22000

Field Curvature

W40000

Quartic Piston
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3.4.

ABERRATION COEFFICIENT DEFINED
For the purposes of accurate tolerancing, I redefined the aberration

coefficients in terms of the aberration symmetry and by using real ray tracing. I
trace real rays through the lens system and calculate the optical path difference
(OPD) and the real ray height for a given ray. By using the OPD of the optical
system, I am in contrast to classic aberration theory which breaks the aberrations
out by specific orders. This ray information for simplicity is written in matrix
form as follows,
(7)

(8)

Where

and

are the normalized field coordinates,

normalized pupil coordinates, and

and

and

are the

are the ray coordinates. These

definitions assume that there is no focus error.
I assume that a perturbation is a surface tilt in a direction and define
aberration

coefficients

for

uniform

astigmatism,

uniform

coma,

linear

astigmatism, quadratic distortion 1, and quadratic distortion 2. Specifically,
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(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

The two quadratic distortion aberrations are calculated in terms of
percentage. Quadratic distortion I is also referred to as keystone distortion, and
quadratic distortion II is also referred to as smile distortion.
The formulas used to calculate these aberrations are Equations 14 and 15 for
keystone and smile distortion respectively.
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Similar formulas, Equations 16 through 19, are defined to calculate the
aberrations when axial symmetry is retained. That is for spherical aberration,
linear coma, quadratic astigmatism, and cubic distortion. All of these aberrations
when calculated are found for their complete term. As previously stated, this is
an entire aberration value, not just a specific ordered term.

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)
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(19)

In a tolerancing analysis, all of these aberrations are calculated individually
for each surface. To find a complete effect they have on the optical system as a
whole their Root Sum Squared (RSS) is calculated. The evaluation of these
aberrations was implemented within a macro code in optical design
program [15]. This macro produces a sensitivity analysis of a lens system.
Implementation into any design software is possible.
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3.5.

EXAMPLE OF TOLERANCING ANALYSIS
I analyzed a set of microscope objective lenses, see Figure 12, that were

designed by Julie L. Bentley et. al. for the International Design Conference
2006 [44]. Our analysis used Precision Quality [45] tolerances as shown in Table
8.
Table 8. Tolerance Values Used to Evaluate Optical Systems
Tolerance Type
Surface Tilt
Center Thickness Variation
Index Variation
Radius Variation

Tolerance Value
1amin
±50μm
±0.0005
±0.2%

The tolerance sensitivities found for the objective lenses are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Sensitivities: change of aberration value under perturbation
A

B

C

D

E

Spherical Aberration

1.070

1.084

1.295

1.428

1.136

Linear Coma

1.438

1.565

0.614

1.478

0.792

Quadratic Astigmatism

0.362

0.428

0.938

0.670

0.242

Uniform Coma

0.201

0.266

0.166

0.314

0.178

Uniform Astigmatism

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Linear Astigmatism

0.132

0.116

0.098

0.053

0.068

Cubic Distortion

0.636

0.637

1.158

1.263

0.629

Distortion I

0.747

0.756

0.786

0.824

1.104

Distortion II

0.006

0.006

0.003

0.004

0.007

Perturbed RMS WFE

0.044

0.042

0.062

0.050

0.057

Nominal RMS WFE

0.095

0.084

0.080

0.109

0.033

Table 9 Continued. Sensitivities: change of aberration value under perturbation
F

G

H

I

J

Spherical Aberration

1.135

1.088

1.974

2.815

1.411

Linear Coma

1.322

1.305

1.651

1.716

1.309

Quadratic Astigmatism

0.494

0.282

0.474

0.867

0.229

Uniform Coma

0.181

0.184

0.222

0.640

0.435

Uniform Astigmatism

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Linear Astigmatism

0.086

0.114

0.084

0.115

0.087

Cubic Distortion

0.719

0.807

1.187

1.394

0.625

Distortion I

0.795

0.939

0.971

1.324

1.316

Distortion II

0.007

0.006

0.005

0.004

0.005

Perturbed RMS WFE

0.048

0.053

0.119

0.090

0.045

Nominal RMS WFE

0.054

0.059

0.041

0.148

0.080
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To compare the results the aberration sensitivities are grouped into four
categories and graphically displayed in bar charts in Figures 12. The categories
are aberrations from surface tilt, rotationally symmetric aberrations, all
distortions, and the total RMS wavefront error. This RMS wavefront error of each
lens combined the effects of all the perturbations. A previous comparison was
done using aberration formulas rather than accurate ray tracing [42]. While that
comparison provides a first set of sensitivities, the analysis provided here is more
accurate, includes distortion, and presents the information in a more insightful
way by using bar charts.
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Design A (6 elements)

Design C (8 elements)

Design E (8 elements)

Design B (7 elements)

Design D (8 elements)

Design F (8 elements)

Design G (8 elements)

Design H (9 elements)

Design I (9 elements)

Design J (10 elements)

Figure 12. Ten different design solutions to microscope objective lens in order of
increasing element numbers (Figure 5 in Bentley’s paper [44]).
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From Figures 13 and 14 it becomes clear that uniform coma and spherical
aberration are main contributors to image degradation. Thus a good strategy to
increase tolerances is to provide compensation for these aberrations. Clearly
uniform and quadratic astigmatism are not significant. However, linear
astigmatism and linear coma can become of concern. As shown in Figure 15, both
quadratic and cubic distortions take place without a clear trend of dominance.
The nominal and perturbed RMS wavefront error is shown in Figure 16. Designs
A through G and J have about the same sensitivities, but designs H and I are
more sensitive. However, design E is clearly a winner because the nominal RMS
wavefront error is low.
It is thus clear that not necessarily there is always a lens form that is
substantially less sensitive and that having minimum nominal aberration is
important.
An analysis as presented above with bar charts can be done quickly and can
point out readily very sensitive designs.
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3.6.

CHAPTER CONCLUSION
I have presented a method to produce a sensitivity analysis based on

aberration theory. This method provides insight into what happens to a lens
under perturbation and permits increasing tolerances by pointing out what are
the effects that degrade most the lens performance and suggesting ad-hoc
compensation. The method removes to some useful extent the black box
approach of tolerancing. Because the aberration sensitivities can be obtained
quickly with a macro program, a lens designer can reduce design time and gain
useful insights.
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CHAPTER 4 - Efficient Assessment of Lens Manufacturability in Optical Design
4.1.

INTRODUCTION
Evaluating an optical design is not a trivial task for any lens designer [2,4], let

alone one who is early in their career. Optical design is multidisciplinary.
Fabrication methodology and capability are very shop dependent. Novice lens
designers can take an appreciable amount of time to fully develop knowledge in
these areas. Without understanding all fabrication methods that are used along
with proper techniques to evaluate and apply tolerances to designs, risk can be
high and production problems can plague a project. The best time to ferret out
design forms that are sensitive to fabrication errors is early in the design process,
and this assessment requires analysis. Understanding how fabrication and
assembly errors impact performance feeds into how fabrication errors are
assigned limits (tolerances). Interpreting lens errors for a system allows the
designer to compensate for all possible fabrication errors. By determining
sensitivity to expected magnitudes of error early in the design process, changes
to the optical design formulation will be more cost effective. This early
assessment of the impact of fabrication errors allows the project to run much
more smoothly.
In this paper I discuss an extremely useful fabrication error evaluation
method that can be done repeatedly and quickly during any phase in an optical
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design. The approach is intended to be as simple as possible. The idea is to
specifically use tolerance grades that are correlated to manufacturing difficulty.
These grades can further tie to relative cost. Evaluating design sensitivity with
grades helps an optical engineer gain greater intuition about the practicality of
the lens. Moreover, generating information for other disciplines and project
management becomes an efficient exercise that all parties can readily
comprehend without copious discussions of optomechanical detail. By no means
is this the only way to assess sensitivity and error assessment relative to
fabrication methods [5,46–48], but it is an optimal method for efficiency and
flexibility.
Tolerance grade mapping has many applications and greatly enhances the
optical design toolkit. For example, in this paper I show a key application for
design form comparison where tolerances are quickly assigned for new design
work with an inverse sensitivity method, and then the grade mapping is used to
assess the relative manufacturability. As design for manufacturability algorithms
and methods are being developed for use in traditional optical design [49–56],
this type of rapid evaluation method can help keep the designer focused on
changing the lens form in the most optimal way.
Tolerance grade mapping retains utility even in later detailed optical
engineering work. Final production analysis phases may ultimately move to very
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specific engineering analysis that requires more granularity than a grade method
can provide. The balancing act between having an optically perfect system
versus acceptable fabrication and assembly cost is very important. The ideal
engineering effort drives tolerances to be as large as possible while still retaining
the required performance and yield. The ability to apply tolerances to a design
effectively is extremely important for all optical engineers, and is the way to
balance the nominal design and manufacturing considerations.
In lens design programs, there is no automated way to take an optical design
formula to a manufacturable end–product design including drawings. Many
different tolerance tools are built into the various lens design codes, but required
details are very shop dependent and design specific [8,10,11]. Designers need to
take the manufacturing errors that are produced from any fabrication method
and relate them to construction parameter requirements (i.e. sensitivity of the
optical design). Additionally, these manufacturing errors can be used to create a
cost-optimal tolerance set. The ideal way to understand the connection is to have
a cost associated with each tolerance value, which is readily achieved with
tolerance grade mapping [46,57–59]. The mapping is easy to change for the fast
evolving world of global manufacturing. Moreover, this task can be achieved in
an efficient object-oriented manner.
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The tolerance grade mapping method covers ranges of tolerances. Rapid
assessment, easy modification including the magnitude and number of grades,
and estimation of cost are all more easily attained. Grades further give the
designer a nice toolset to ferret out potential manufacturing concerns early in the
design process. Additionally, manufacturers can use this method to associate
manufacturing process data into a concrete translation for optical designers.
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4.2.

DEFINING TOLERANCE MAPPING WITH GRADES
Tolerance grade maps are data sets that separate errors by quality (effectively

cost). Grade maps are built by associating a grade and (or) cost level with every
single error level (i.e. tolerance to hold). The maps have the advantage of being
easy to understand and can also be quickly evaluated. Conversely, the classic
method of pure numeric evaluation almost always produces a complex wall of
text.
A potential problem in a traditional numerical method of sensitivity
assessment is the oversight of certain problematic tolerances due to the different
scales of importance of errors. Namely, I am dealing not only with different units
in the tolerance set, but also the errors have varying degrees of difficulty
required to satisfy different numerical tolerance levels. Tolerance grade maps
provide a more descriptive means to immediately garner manufacturability
insight for a given lens design. The method provides key information that helps
the designer improve an optical design. For example, Figure 1 shows four
different lenses with their respective tolerance limits for wedge. The data given is
easily compared side-by-side with errors occurring on a scale of 1X, 2X, 4X, and
8X. The scales between published tolerance data appear on a similar scale
(although they may appear large in the figure), if not greater [45,60,61].
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 17. Comparison of lenses with wedge starting from 1X to 8X error scales.

When viewing these different error scales, the variation between lenses A and
D appears significant. This difference in an 8X change in tolerance can have an
extremely large impact on the end system performance. Conversely, sometimes
such a scale variation may not make a large difference because the design is
insensitive to that error. Regardless, being able to visualize the difference
between a 1X tolerance scale (and its associated manufacturing difficulty and
cost) and an 8X tolerance scale gives designers a deeper appreciation of error
scales.
In addition to these singular tolerance limits, interactions can occur that affect
fabrication difficulty and cost when multiple error types are considered.
Sometimes such interaction has a positive effect for the system performance by
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canceling out performance degradation (although statistically, this may be
anomalous). However, often errors interact in a destructive manner for system
performance. Not only can this destructive nature reduce image quality, but it
also can make specific components much more difficult to fabricate [62].
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4.3.

METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
Many considerations need to be examined to create an effective tolerance

grade map for lens designers. It is best to reduce potential problems between
different variables by only considering the minimum number of parameters. By
considering a minimal required set of factors that can vary in optical analysis, the
clearest distinction between design forms can be shown with a comparison of
their respective performance. The application of tolerance grades can be done in
an easy to understand and communicate manner which follows this theory. This
comparison is done by performing an independent analysis on tolerance values
for multiple optical systems with varying lens forms for given system
requirements. Tolerance assignment and grade mapping of respective errors (the
method discussed in the Defining Tolerance Mapping with Grades section) need
to be applied for each individual lens when multiple lens forms are being
investigated.
Tolerance grade mapping is useful in different optical design analyses and
evaluation trade studies. Two clear applications of tolerance grade mapping
come to mind. The first application is tolerance definition and grade mapping
employed in the study of a single lens design as it is being refined ultimately for
manufacture (method 1). The second application is in the study of multiple
design forms to determine how a project should proceed (method 2). Both
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methods should be executed relatively quickly using initial tolerance sets from
prior art, experience, or with inverse sensitivity methodologies to define
tolerances for an optical system. In the case of method 2, often previous tolerance
sets may be utilized and modified as needed. An inverse sensitivity method is
implemented for initial tolerance assignment in the examples described in this
work. An inverse sensitivity method assigns tolerance values for the errors to all
degrade performance by a prescribed amount. Testing for sensitivity to
individual errors is good for new design work and early trade studies, and with
current computing technology data can be garnered almost instantly. Note that
inverse sensitivity methods have other applications and can be used on a subset
of errors or in multiple assignment steps with different degradations allowed for
different errors.
Often in design work multiple solutions are investigated to determine the
best design form for manufacture. In this paper, entirely different design forms
are chosen from prior art rather than other solution generation methods such as
global optimization. The examples are meant to be illustrative of the evaluation
method using tolerance grade mapping, rather than a nominal lens design
exercise.
The error types are sorted into three different categories for a surface, an
entire lens component, and a mounted element (i.e. assembly types of errors).
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Separating data into these logical categories ensures that the lenses are properly
toleranced for all possible errors. A bin system is used for each individual
tolerance value. Binning in this case puts different tolerance magnitudes into
four different classifications with three different bin edges. All of these values are
based on previously cited literature [5,45,60]. Binning is visualized in Table 10
along with each limit. The first binning category (D) is the loosest and represents
the least expensive tolerances to hold for an optical system. Going looser than a
value that presents noticeable cost reduction is not reasonable. Hence, Grade D is
often assigned a high value limit. Similarly, going to extremely tight values for
Grade A adds cost very rapidly, so Grade A is often assigned a lower limit. Any
low and high limits should be understood by the project team, designer, and
fabricator since they can heavily influence cost and risk. Grades B and C are the
in–between grades. In this paper I do not perform the extra work of setting
absolute loose and tight limits for grades A and D. Finally, any conceivable
number of grades can also be imposed for tolerance ranges based on the desired
resolution and fidelity of available fabrication data.
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Mounted
Element
Tolerances

Power
(Fringes)

5

3

1

Irregularity
(Fringes)

2

0.5

0.2

Wedge
(mm)

0.05

0.01

0.005

Center
Thickness
(mm)
Index

0.15

0.05

Grade B

Ultra
Precision
Process

Grade C

Entire
Lens
Tolerances

Precision
Process

Grade D (Loosest)

Surface
Tolerances

Standard
Process

0.025

0.001

0.0005

0.0002

V/#
(percentage)

0.8

0.5

0.3

Tilt (deg)

0.91

0.18

0.036

Decenter
(mm)

0.13

0.05

0.01

Grade A (Tightest)

Table 10. Tolerance Grade A – D Limits [5,45,60].

The tolerance grade map is implemented in juxtaposition with an inverse
sensitivity algorithm in the work shown in this manuscript. Coupling of the
inverse sensitivity and tolerance grade mapping is used as a way to ease the
design process, but these two methods of analysis can certainly be used
independently. Multiple optical design programs are also used in this
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manuscript to vet the method [14,15]. Differences between the lens design codes
are minimal and confirmed the results and utility of the tolerance mapping
method.
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4.4.

EXAMPLE
An example is now given that shows the utility of tolerance grade mapping,

both for single design assessment and a design form trade study. In this instance,
reasonable initial tolerance values need to be sought rapidly, which goes nicely
with

inverse

sensitivity

tolerancing.

The

process

of

evaluating

lens

manufacturability with tolerance grade mapping is used on a single design
formula initially. The designer gains a deeper understanding of the sensitivity to
fabrication errors and impact on performance of the design form, which is
particularly useful when a full production analysis is performed. The
methodology is then scaled to evaluate multiple design forms as the second part
of the example.
4.4.1. Single Lens Analysis
The lens that is chosen for this example is an RMS wavefront error optimized
lens from literature [63]. Additionally, initial assigned tolerances need to be on a
magnitude that indicates a reasonable expected lens performance. If highly
restrictive tolerances are required to meet performance, the associated cost of the
system is much greater than needed and a superior relaxed form should be
sought if possible. The optical system requirements are a focal length of 25mm,
F/# of 2.8, and a 10° half field of view. The layout of this lens is shown below in
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Figure 18. This lens has reasonable performance with a full field nominal RMS
wavefront error of 0.35 waves at 546.1nm wavelength light. Note that this lens
form is capable of performing at faster speeds and with a greater field of view.
Nonetheless, these less aggressive requirements are suitable for illustrating the
power

of

using

tolerance

mapping

to

evaluate

a

single

design’s

manufacturability.

Figure 18. Petzval Lens Layout. Figure 5-2 in Laikin’s Lens Design [63].

Tolerance values need to first be assigned to the design in order to apply a
tolerance grade analysis. In this case, I chose to utilize an inverse sensitivity
method. The maximum amount of error allowed in the inverse sensitivity is a
drop of 0.05 waves for each respective tolerance when applied. In units of waves,
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the associated wavelength is 546.1nm light. The resulting tolerance values are
shown in Tables 11 to 13.
The specific types of tolerances that are derived from the inverse sensitivity
analysis are broken up into three categories: surface tolerances, component
tolerances, and mounted element (assembly) tolerances. The limits and binning
categories for each of these specific types of tolerances are shown in Table 10.
Additionally, a compensator for defocus is used for the final airspace.
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Table 11. Example Tolerances Derived by Inverse Sensitivity for Surface
Tolerances.

Surface Tolerances

Type

Surface(s) Value

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

7

8

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

6

6

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

5

6

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

1

6

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

3

4

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

2

12

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

8

12

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

1

1.5

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

2

3

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

3

1

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

5

1.5

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

7

2

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

8

3

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

6

1.5

The analysis is only performed on the power and irregularity of each surface
for this specific class of errors. The unit associated with power and irregularity is
fringes. Both of these error types are measured with an interferometric testing
process. Traditionally, the use of a Newton interferometer provides the most
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straightforward and simplest method of testing power and irregularity [64,65]. A
test plate, which is an optic of nearly perfect form for a given radius, is needed to
compare the form of the lens to its nominal value. Fringes will appear in the
viewing plane showing the deviation from the test plate radius when power
error is present. These fringes are of equal size and will appear perfectly circular
for a pure power error. If the fringes deviate from a perfect circle to an elliptical
shape, the difference in the fringes (maximum deviation between perpendicular
directions) is the irregularity of an optical surface. Testing for tolerance
compliance of these two errors is a typical optical manufacturing process for
many optics and shops [64].
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Entire Lens Tolerances

Table 12. Example Tolerances Derived by Inverse Sensitivity for Element
Tolerances.
Type

Surface(s)

Value

Wedge (mm)

7

0.008

Wedge (mm)

5

0.006

Wedge (mm)

1

0.01

Wedge (mm)

3

0.008

Center Thickness (mm)

1

0.1

Center Thickness (mm)

2

0.1

Center Thickness (mm)

7

0.2

Center Thickness (mm)

6

0.02

Center Thickness (mm)

5

0.08

Center Thickness (mm)

4

0.08

Center Thickness (mm)

3

0.08

Index

5

0.002

Index

7

0.002

Index

2

0.002

Index

1

0.002

V# (Percentage)

5

0.8

V# (Percentage)

7

0.8

V# (Percentage)

2

0.8

V# (Percentage)

1

0.8
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After each individual optical surface is considered, the bulk material and
component portion of the lens needs to be tested in the shop. The coupling of
individual tolerances for an element can create greater performance degradation
for the ensemble optical system. Errors of this nature relate to bulk material
properties, the center thickness of the optic, and the optical versus mechanical
centerlines (wedge). Wedge is usually either a direct angular dimension for the
lack of parallelism of the two optical surfaces or is a longitudinal displacement
value measured at the edge of the second optical surface as it is cupped on its
first surface and rotated. The latter is often called a total indicator run-out (TIR)
and the wedge angle is computed from the reading with regard to the radial
distance from the probe to the rotation axis. Total indicator run-out can be
characterized by Equation 20 [64]. In this equation z is radial run–out in
millimeters,

and

are the radii for the optical surface in millimeters, and

is

the centering error (angular dimension) in arc minutes.
(20)
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Mounted Element
Tolerances

Table 13. Example Tolerances Derived by Inverse Sensitivity for Mounted
Element Tolerances.
Type

Surface(s)

Value

Tilt (arc minutes)

5–6

1.72

Tilt (arc minutes)

7–8

1.72

Tilt (arc minutes)

1–3

3.44

Decenter (mm)

1–3

0.02

Decenter (mm)

5–6

0.02

Decenter (mm)

7–8

0.02

The last properties of an optic that need to be considered relate to mounting
(assembly errors for a single component). An element can be displaced in any
direction when the optic is seated in a cell. The types of displacements that occur
in a mounted axially–symmetric optical element are tilt (in x and y), decentration
(in x and y), and axial shift (along z). This results in five different degrees of
movement for an optic once it is mounted. Further understanding of these
mounting types of errors can be found in additional literature [33].
In isolation, these numbers have relative value, but are not tied to individual
manufacturing capabilities. Hence the next logical step is to tie the tolerance map
listed in Table 10 to the derived tolerances by assigning grades. Doing this
exercise obviates the need to analyze the wall of numbers represented by the full
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set of tolerances. The grades are simply direct application tolerances mapped to
the error limits given in Tables 11–13.
Table 14. Example Tolerances Derived with Tolerance Grades for Surface
Tolerances.

Surface Tolerances

Type

Surface(s) Value Grades

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

7

8

D

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

6

6

D

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

5

6

D

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

1

6

D

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

3

4

C

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

2

12

D

Power (Fringes at 632.8nm)

8

12

D

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

1

1.5

C

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

2

3

D

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

3

1

C

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

5

1.5

C

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

7

2

C

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

8

3

D

Irregularity (Fringes at 632.8nm)

6

1.5

C
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Table 15. Example Tolerances Derived with Tolerance Grades for Element
Tolerances

Entire Lens Tolerances

Type

Surface(s) Value Grades

Wedge (mm)

7

0.008

B

Wedge (mm)

5

0.006

B

Wedge (mm)

1

0.01

B

Wedge (mm)

3

0.008

B

Center Thickness (mm)

1

0.1

C

Center Thickness (mm)

2

0.1

C

Center Thickness (mm)

7

0.2

D

Center Thickness (mm)

6

0.02

A

Center Thickness (mm)

5

0.08

C

Center Thickness (mm)

4

0.08

C

Center Thickness (mm)

3

0.08

C

Index

5

0.002

D

Index

7

0.002

D

Index

2

0.002

D

Index

1

0.002

D

V# (Percentage)

5

0.8

C

V# (Percentage)

7

0.8

C

V# (Percentage)

2

0.8

C

V# (Percentage)

1

0.8

C
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Table 16. Example Tolerances Derived with Tolerance Grades for Mounted
Element Tolerances.

Mounted Element
Tolerances

Type

Surface(s) Value Grades

Tilt (arc minutes)

5–6

1.72

A

Tilt (arc minutes)

7–8

1.72

A

Tilt (arc minutes)

1–3

3.44

B

Decenter (mm)

1–3

0.02

B

Decenter (mm)

5–6

0.02

B

Decenter (mm)

7-8

0.02

B

The use of a letter system with tolerance grades increases the method’s ease
of use. The tightest tolerances are those with a letter A and the loosest have the
letter D. Moreover, a shading or color scheme is implemented for this specific
data set. It shows that as the tolerance grade cell appears lighter, the tolerance
becomes easier to hold in manufacturing.
The main point is that the grade system clearly makes the tight (more costly)
tolerances immediately jump out to the designer and project manager alike. This
type of alphanumeric and shading mapping of grades with tolerances simply
makes the method even easier to use. The optical engineer can certainly take this
lens design and extend the analysis to include more details before further time is
invested in this design form. The simplification provided by this flexible
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tolerance grade mapping method is very beneficial to risk mitigation, trade
studies, and general time management in an optical design project.
4.4.2. Multiple Lens Analysis
As discussed in the Methodology and Implementation section, the analysis
method can readily be extended to assess multiple lenses. In this example, three
lenses are analyzed. All of the lenses are modified to operate at an F/# of 2.8, a
half field of view of 10°, and a focal length of 25mm. The Petzval and Inverted
Telephoto starting point design forms (Figures 19 and 20) are found in
Laikin [63]. Similar to the previous example, these designs forms are optimized
from their as-published formulae to possess reasonably good nominal RMS
wavefront error. The Petzval design shown in this section is the same one used
from the previous example (Single Lens Analysis section). The last design, a
Heliar type of lens, is found in a nominal form in Smith [4] and is shown in
Figure 21. This lens is optimized from its as–published formulae to achieve a
comparable RMS wavefront error performance to the other two lenses. Note that
the lens layouts shown in Figures 19 to 21 are after the optimization is completed
for the example.
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Figure 19. Petzval Lens Layout. Figure 5-2 in Laikin’s Lens Design [63].

Figure 20. Inverse Telephoto Lens Layout. Figure 8-1 in Laikin’s Lens
Design [63].

Figure 21. Heliar Lens Layout. Figure 10.11 in Smith’s Modern Lens
Design [4].
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Smith presents a well–known design form map that plots different design
forms relative to field-of-view and speed [4]. This design map is but a guideline
with loose capability boundaries, as all three of our design forms have reasonable
performance for the speed and field requirements. This muddy area between
firm design forms that can satisfy specifications means a designer often has a lot
of room to experiment and to find the best possible form that meets the system
requirements.
Table 17. Nominal RMS wavefront error performance for the example lenses.
These are in units of waves for 546.1nm wavelength light.
On Axis

0.7 Field

Full Field

Petzval Lens

0.22

0.31

0.35

Inverse Telephoto Lens

0.15

0.20

0.29

Heliar Lens

0.13

0.18

0.24

The Heliar lens has the best nominal performance when comparing the
individual RMS wavefront error. By looking solely at the nominal lens
performance, the design that should be developed in further detail is not clearly
distinguishable from any of the design forms. It is best to consider a rough asbuilt performance of the lens forms if possible. An inverse sensitivity rough
tolerance assignment can be employed for a first pass. Simplifying the
manufacturability impact of the inverse sensitivity results with tolerance grade
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mapping is ideal in this situation. This method allows an efficient
manufacturability metric performance assessment between differing lens forms
without an in–depth tolerance analysis. Comparing the resulting tolerance grade
map assessments is done using a fixed bar chart and percentage of the total
number of tolerances. Table 18 presents the percentages of tolerances in each
respective grade. Figure 22 shows this data as a bar chart. The previously shown
color scheme of tolerance grade mapping is correlated with these current sets of
data.
Table 18. Example Tolerance Inverse Sensitivity Produced with Tolerance
Grades.

Tighter than
or equal to
Ultra
Precision
(A)

Looser than Ultra
Precision and
tighter than or
equal to
Precision
(B)

Looser than
Precision and
tighter than or
equal to
Standard
(C)

Looser than
Standard
(D)

Petzval
Lens

3

7.7%

8

20.5%

15

38.5%

13

33.3%

Inverse
Telephoto
Lens

1

2.6%

6

15.4%

11

28.2%

21

53.9%

Heliar
Lens

0

0.0%

4

10.3%

24

61.5%

11

28.2%
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100%
90%

Looser than Standard

80%
70%

Between Standard and
Precision

60%
50%
40%

Between Precision and
Ultra Precision

30%
20%

Tighter than Ultra
Precision

10%
0%
Petzval Lens

Inverse Telephoto Lens

Heliar Lens

Figure 22. Graphical comparison of results from example tolerance inverse
sensitivities with the use of tolerance grades.

The inverse sensitivity tolerancing is set to have a drop of 0.05 waves for each
respective tolerance when applied. The three example tolerance results show that
with the Petzval lens, the greatest number of tight tolerances is necessary at
28.2%. Tight tolerances in this case are any ultra precision tolerance or precision
tolerance. Over a quarter of the tolerances on this specific design have tight
tolerances that need precision control in the manufacturing stage of a build
which is not optimal and adds to the potential cost of the optical system.
Considering the additional lenses, the Heliar lens has the fewest number of
tight tolerances. The Inverse Telephoto has 18.0% of its tolerances in the A and B
tolerance category. Using this interpretation, the Heliar lens is the best of these
three designs. On closer inspection, the Inverse Telephoto lens has over 50% of
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the remaining tolerances being extremely loose (Looser than Standard). The
number of tight tolerances in the Inverse Telephoto lens are canceled out by
potential cost savings on the other tolerance values. Note that in this example I
have chosen to have each error degrade field-averaged RMS wavefront error by
the same amount in all of the lenses (0.05 waves). Since the Heliar lens possesses
the least sensitive tolerance set (Figure 22) and the best nominal performance
(Table 19), I know that it is truly the best choice. An alternative (and often
preferred) tolerance assignment method is to first choose the same estimated asbuilt performance for all lens forms in the trade study. Then tolerances are
allocated with different degradation allowance for each lens form based on the
number of parameters requiring tolerances and the difference between the
nominal and desired as-built performance [10,11].
This comparative measure for individual optical systems provides a highly
useful way to assess each optical system. It is possible to extend this tolerance
grade mapping further and apply a relative cost (based on the grade associated)
to each tolerance. An even simpler method of comparison can be shown by
breaking each of these tolerances into a percentage of the total errors. By using a
percentage the designer is able to view which lens has the tightest number of
tolerances relative to all of the errors. This is especially helpful when comparing
optical systems of varying element count. In addition to the simplification for the
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optical engineer, presenting the design manufacturability data in this form to a
customer allows for simplicity in base understanding. Showing nominal
performance in this case gives a good indicator of ideal optical performance
(prior to error considerations). When tolerance analysis is performed, a further
understanding is garnered for the critical as–built performance. This method also
has the benefit of reducing the need for early Monte Carlo analysis runs in the
trade study phase.
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4.5.

CHAPTER CONCLUSION
Tolerance grade mapping provides an optical engineer with a fast and

efficient tool to analyze individual designs. The mapping shown in this paper
produces a visually pleasing tolerance analysis method. Furthermore, expanding
this mapping method allows comparison of different design forms to produce a
simplified way to execute lens design trade studies. The tolerance mapping
shows that a simple metric for system performance can be used to quickly assess
any potential manufacturing issues with a design without having to perform a
time–consuming tolerance analysis. The method is flexible and can be changed
rapidly, and different levels can be defined depending on desired granularity.
Tolerance grade mapping simply gives a relative scale for each tolerance and
provides a strong understanding without full distinction between individual
tolerance values or types.
Using this method for future analysis can add in a potential weighting of
different tolerance types as well as incorporation of relative costs to meet
tolerances. A systemic analysis of tolerances is possible immediately with the
methodology shown in this manuscript.
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CHAPTER 5 - Conclusion
Through all of the works discussed, tolerance error analysis improvements
are possible in the modern age of computing. I show that with these methods,
proper communication between realistic and simulated can improve expected
performance. It is possible to not just improve performance but to potentially
decrease listed tolerance values by having a higher level of communication in the
software. Each of these conclusions has been discussed in its respective sections.
A few additional takeaways for each chapter are discussed in the following
sections.
5.1.

OPTOMECHANICAL SIMULATION
In Chapter 2, I show that by modeling optomechanical components in a lens

design program it is possible to improve simulated yield results. The
improvement of yield is not solely beneficial for reporting to a customer. The
potential tolerances can be decreased by having a higher simulated yield. This is
a byproduct when more accurately modeling an optical system is in place. In the
case that I show, the modeling of the optomechanical barrel is performed and can
improve the expected yields by approximately 3%. Future improvements to
modeling optomechanical components may further increase expected yield
results due to higher accuracy. Potentially, modeling an entire optical and
optomechanical system may be shown. A comparison between expected yield
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results and actual yield results of an optical system may be compared in future
work of this nature.
5.2.

APPLIED ABERRATION THEORY
In Chapter 3, I show that it is possible to extend aberration theory further to

understand what aberration effects occur in an as-built optical system. Classic
aberration theory shows what optical effects will be found through an optical
system when rotational symmetry is in place. Complete rotational symmetry is
broken when considering perturbations in an optical system. Using single plane
symmetry instead of classic Seidel theory, the optical aberrations are found for a
final optical system. Error analysis sensitivity is found by using this method. It is
possible to have a sensitivity analysis tool during an optical design which shows
accurate results comparing the optical performance with these aberration effects
of simulated tolerances. Simulating aberration effects for a final system can give
the designer an indication of compensators that can be utilized.
5.3.

ERROR VALUE ANALYSIS
In Chapter 4, I show that it is possible to use a tolerance grade mapping to

break down tolerance values based on the magnitude of their error. The use of
mapping eases the engineer’s understanding of the specific tolerances. A visually
appealing method is discussed and implemented. This then simplifies the
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difficulty in explaining an optical system to others. Additionally, by having
results that are comparable, it is possible to view how a system performs parallel
to another system. All of these types of comparisons of optical designs reduce
confusion when dealing with tolerances. The tolerance grade map that is
implemented is relative to cost of each error. In the future, high accuracy of cost
may be tied with tolerance grades. This will allow an optical engineer to see how
much a set of tolerances will cost.
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APPENDIX A – Lens Prescriptions
Chapter 2 Double Gauss Lens

Surface Radius Thickness
Glass
Semi-Diameter
Object
Infinity
Infinity
1
50.717
7.520
N-BAF10
25.00
2
101.580
0.240
25.00
3
35.407
8.050
N-BAF10
25.00
4
63.838
6.550
N-SF15
25.00
5
23.240
11.410
18.00
Stop
Infinity
9.000
12.00
7
-34.005
2.360
F5
18.00
8
40.909
17.085
LAK11
25.00
9
-49.803
0.380
25.00
10
137.409
6.440
LAF3
25.00
11
-141.060
71.468
25.00
Image
Infinity
17.45
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Chapter 2 Microscope Objective Lens

Surface

Radius

Thickness

Object
Stop
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Image

Infinity
Infinity
9.614
-29.281
4.962
-3.692
-15.979
-7.367
-79.645
9.681
-12.007
59.304
7.029
-9.317
-121.079
13.701
-23.608
6.001
13.606
3.918
0.952
Infinity
Infinity

Infinity
5.000
4.000
1.310
6.161
1.507
6.885
0.100
1.000
5.100
0.200
1.000
7.000
1.000
0.201
3.300
0.100
3.200
0.200
3.700
0.700
0.191

Glass
Index
V#

1.786500 50.00
1.516330 64.15
1.529440 51.72
1.49700 81.10
1.516330 64.15
1.438750 94.97
1.529440 51.72
1.438750 94.97
1.613400 43.84
1.438750 94.97
1.569070 71.30
1.786500
1.516330
1.515480
1.515480

50.00
64.15
43.10
43.10

Semi-Diameter
4.71
6.30
6.30
3.91
3.33
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.15
6.15
5.27
3.98
3.58
0.83
0.42
0.61
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Chapter 4 Petzval Lens

Surface
Object
1
2
3
Stop
5
6
7
8
Image

Radius Thickness Glass Semi-Diameter
Infinity
Infinity
9.252
4.50
SK4
5.50
-17.903
1.00
SF1
5.50
79.963
1.725
5.50
Infinity
2.474
3.06
-13.030
0.750
KF9
3.50
6.164
1.251
3.50
9.409
3.000
SK4
4.50
-18.145
12.568
4.50
Infinity
4.43
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Chapter 4 Inverted Telephoto Lens

Surface Radius Thickness Glass Semi-Diameter
Object
Infinity
Infinity
1
35.413
2.030
PK-50
8.50
2
12.924
28.091
7.10
3
57.000
6.427
LF7
9.00
4
-32.621
4.567
9.00
Stop
Infinity
1.564
7.18
6
56.798
1.501
SF1
9.00
7
11.645
6.000
LAK21
9.00
8
-113.192
35.383
9.00
Image
Infinity
4.39
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Chapter 4 Heliar Lens

Surface Radius Thickness
Object
1
2
3
4
5
Stop
7
8
9
Image

Infinity
10.522
5.852
91.988
-21.138
8.306
Infinity
52.825
8.307
-15.553
Infinity

Infinity
0.600
4.185
1.438
0.427
0.750
1.084
0.443
3.500
18.032

Glass
Index
V#
1.724000 38.10
1.717000 48.00
1.625000 35.60

1.581000 40.90
1.717000 48.00

Semi-Diameter
5.50
5.50
5.50
3.59
3.24
3.23
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.39
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APPENDIX B – Realistic Optomechanics Monte Carlo Macro
Pseudo-code 1. Description of tolmonte code and the modifications that were
made to it. This is code allowed for filtering to be done based on a cylinder
function and any optic going outside of that cylinder function.

!**********************************************************************
! Macro TOLMONTE
! Tolerances a lens based on an image quality criterion which can be
! determined by the user. It runs Monte Carlo analysis on a lens
! with the following assumptions and restrictions:
! 1. No inverse sensitivity; SNS mode only.
! 2. For RMS wavefront error, MTF, and other metrics supported by
!
TOR, the computation will be much faster using TOR.
! 3. The tolerance list is entered in the same way as for TOR,
!
however, HOM, AXG, RAG, ZRN, ZFR, QCN, and QBF tolerances are
!
ignored.
!
Non-zero X & Y offsets for surface tolerances are ignored.
! 4. User-defined tolerances may be added by modifying macro UTOLCHNG.
! 5. Compensation is done via macro (typically using AUTO)
!
Thus, the user should define AUTO variables to act as
!
compensators.
!
CMP definitions are ignored.
! 6. The user must supply a macro to calculate the image quality
!
values unless one of the pre-defined macros is used.
! 7. Solves are taken account of.
! 8. Through-focus (FFO, IFO, NFO) cannot be used.
! 9. Distortion sensitivities are not available.
!
! Usage:
!
in TOLMONTE lens_name [perf_seq [comp_seq [num_trials
!
[output_options]]]]
!
!
1. lens_name is the lens file saved with tolerances.
!
Default is lens.
!
!
2. perf_seq is the name of the macro to calculate the performance
!
data. Default is TOLSPOT.
!
!
3. comp_seq is the name of the compensation macro.
!
Default is TOLCOMP.
!
!
4. num_trials is the number of Monte Carlo samples to be run.
!
Default is 50.
!
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!
5. output_options controls the listing and plotting. They are
!
Yes|No codes; use Y or N (upper or lower case). Any
!
character, including a blank character, that is not the
!
opposite of the default is considered the default. Enter as a
!
quoted string.
!
1st character
Summary list of tolerances at end (Y)
!
2nd character
Plot probability distribution (Y)
!
3rd character
Plot each zoom position separately (N)
!
4th character
Write error function and nominal for each
!
sample (N)
!
5th character
Write lens sequence for each sample (N)
!
6th character
Trace references rays for each sample and
!
report (N)
!
7th character
Accumulate samples to current data (N)
!
8th character
Optimize the nominal system (Y)
!
9th character
Uniform probability distribution for 2D
!
Decenters (N). Default is a truncated
!
Gaussian distribution, the same default as in
!
TOR
!
!
Default is "YYNNNNNYN".
!
!
6. Fields 6-9 are the parameters need for perf_seq.
!
! Author:
M. Rimmer
Date: 03-28-00
!
! History:
! 02/20/01 - MPR - Make sure pth seq cv_macro: is on
! 11/15/01 - MPR - Allow accumulation; plot actual distribution
! 12/07/01 - MPR - Use first available buffer instead of 9998
! 04/18/05 - MPR - Modified to use new form of TSF CHA for 2D
!
tolerances
! 07/30/05 - DH - Added selection for probability distribution choice
!
Included B. Whiteside's fix for the WRL of lenses
!
Modified header notes
! 05/10/10 - WS - Skip inactive zooms (fix bug # = 44916)
! 05/07/13 - EH – Perform barrel filtering
!**********************************************************************
!

Apply a default condition to run for the tolmonte program

!

Create global variables

!

Create local variables

!

Reset the lens to its saved version

!

Find out how many samples that need to be run

! Define a maximum barrel diameter that is the cylinder filter
^max_sys_dia == 25.025 ! Maximum barrel diameter
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^trials_tot == 0
!

Check and issue standard TOLMONTE/TOLFDIF warnings

!

Make sure path is defined

!

Find first available buffer

!

Restore nominal lens

!
!

If accumulating, check for valid buffer and correct zoom and
field limits

!

Get number of

!

Get number of tolerances

!

Get number of variables for compensation

!

Get nominal value of merit function

!

Optimize with respect to compensators

!

Evaluate the merit function

!

List nominal values

!

List trials if user has requested it

!
!
!
!

Use buffer b^buf1 to
field. Each row is a
Every 3 columns is a
first three rows are

!

Convert mean and sigma back to sums

!

Run Monte Carlo samples

!

Change the lens, using random values for all tolerances

!
!

Uniform Probability distribution for 2D Decenter tolerances
Truncated Gaussian Prob. Dist. for 2D Decenter tolerances

!

Optimize with respect to compensators

!

WRL the lens if requested

!

Check reference rays in lens if requested and report

user-defined tolerances

save nominal value and sums for each zoom and
different zoom starting at the fourth row.
different field (nominal plus two sums). The
used for related descriptive information.

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Check if the lens is within the barrel
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!

Initially setup all of the arrays that will be used

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
^s == 1
! Surface starting at 1
^last == (num s) - 1 ! Final surface
^max_lens == 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
for ^s 1 ^last
^x_ang
^y_ang
^x_dec
^y_dec
^s_dia

==
==
==
==
==

(asc
(bsc
(xsc
(ysc
(CIR

s^s g1)
s^s g1)
s^s g1)
s^s g1)
s^s)

^x_tilt == (cosf(^x_ang)) * ^s_dia
^y_tilt == (cosf(^y_ang)) * ^s_dia
^tilt == sqrtf((^x_tilt**(2))+(^y_tilt**(2)))
^decenter == sqrtf((^x_dec**(2))+(^y_dec**(2)))
^max_dia == (^tilt + ^decenter)/(sqrtf(2))
!

Finds the maximum possible lens diameter
if ^max_dia > ^max_lens
^max_lens == ^max_dia
end if
end for

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
if ^max_lens > ^max_sys_dia
^trials_tot == ^trials_tot + 1
goto mf_eval
els
^trials_tot == ^trials_tot + 1
^i == ^i + 1
goto mf_eval
end if
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
!

Evaluate the merit function

!

List trials if user has requested it

!

Restore nominal lens

!

Save mean, sigma and limits based on mean and sigma
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!

Save mean and sigma in buffer

!

Plot probability distribution

!

List results

!

Create Tolerance list

!

Export buffer to a file
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APPENDIX C – Tolerance Sensitivity Macros
Macro 1. Tilt tolerance sensitivity macro for Zemax. This macro is designed to tilt
each surface of the lens and display what the aberration values are for the on axis
and off axis rays. This then finds the field tilt, linear astigmatism and constant
coma of the system (for each surface) and displays the root sum square of all of
these terms. This is an averaging technique that gives ease to the user.

! Tilt.zpl
!
! Eric Herman
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
dis = cald(1)
! User Inputting of the amount of tilt
num = NSUR()
input "Enter the amount you wish to tilt each element by (in arcmin):",
in
if (in == 0) then in = 1
t = in/60
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Saving the initial BFD and setting it to be a paraxial solve
im_plane = NSUR() - 1
image = NSUR()
i_bfd = THIC(im_plane)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Saving and Removing the Merit Function as well as Finding the Nominal
! WFE
def_mf$ = "my_merit_function.mf"
SAVEMERIT def_mf$
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
QUICKFOCUS 3, 1
update editors
OPTIMIZE
nom_wfe = MFCN()
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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!Setting the maximum field in y to also be in x
fields = NFLD()
holding = 0
for temp, 1, fields, 1
y = FLDY(temp-1)
x = FLDY(temp)
if x >= y then holding = x
next
SYSP 101, 12
SYSP 102, 12, holding
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Defining the surface stop and determining if the stop is a
! dummy surface. If the stop is a dummy surface the program
! will ignore this surface as the program runs.
! Getting the stop surface itself
getsystemdata 1
stop = VEC1(23)
! Initially defining variable q which will allow the rest of the
! program to tell if the stop is a dummy surface
q = 0
dummy = spro(stop, 4)
glass_test$ = $buffer()
dummy_2 = spro((stop-1), 4)
glass_test_2$ = $buffer()
if (glass_test$ $== "") & (glass_test_2$ $== "") then q = 1
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating and Displaying the On Axis Aberrations
! For Loop to run through the ray tracing for on axis aberrations
for s, 1, num, 1
! Making sure that I don't trace the stop
if (q == 1) & (s == stop) then s = s + 1
! Tilt the surface about the x axis
SURP S, BTY, 0
SURP S, ATY, 0
SURP S, BTX, t
SURP S, ATX, -t
update editors
! Raytrace on axis and receive OPD values
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, -1
b = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 1, 0
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c = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 0, -1, 0
d = OPDC()
! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
focus_y = (a+b)/2
focus_x = (c+d)/2
ccoma = (a-b)/2
casti = (focus_y-focus_x)/2
! Putting the focus and asti in an array to work with later
VEC2 s, casti
VEC3 S, ccoma
! Grabbing the MF Values
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
QUICKFOCUS 3, 1
update editors
OPTIMIZE
tilted_wfe = MFCN()-nom_wfe
VEC3 s+100, tilted_wfe
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating and Displaying the Positive Off Axis Aberrations
! Positive Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis Raytrace
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0

! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
positive_max_sagy = (e+f)/2
positive_max_sagx = (g+h)/2
positive_asti = (positive_max_sagy-positive_max_sagx)
! Putting the focus and asti in an array to work with later
VEC1 S, positive_asti
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating and Displaying the Negative Off Axis Aberrations
! Negative Off Axis
RAYTRACE 0, -1, 0, 1
i = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, -1, 0, -1
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j = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, -1, 1, 0
k = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, -1, -1, 0
l = OPDC()
! Calculate Negative Off Axis Aberrations
negative_max_sagy = (i+j)/2
negative_max_sagx = (k+l)/2
negative_asti = (negative_max_sagy-negative_max_sagx)
! Putting the focus and asti in an array to work with later
VEC1 S+100, negative_asti
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating for Distortion
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 0
yo = RAYY(image)
RAYTRACE 1, 0, 0, 0
xx = RAYX(image)
xy = RAYY(image)
RAYTRACE 0, 1, 0, 0
yy = RAYY(image)
dis_two = ((xy - yo)/xx)*100
dis_one = (((yy - xx)/xx)*100)-dis_two
VEC1 S+200, dis_one
VEC1 S+300, dis_two
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Reset Tilt
SURP S, BTX, 0
SURP S, ATX, 0
update editors
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating the field tilt and astigmatism overall
! Defining the initial conditions of the loop
s = 1
! Displaying the
if dis != 1 then
if dis != 1 then
if dis != 1 then
if dis != 1 then
if dis != 1 then
if dis != 1 then
Coma
Linear
Tilted WFE"

next set of titles
print
print "Unless Stated, Dimensions are in Waves"
print "Distortion Dimensions in Percentage"
print
print "Tilted Aberrations by Surface"
print "Surface
Uniform Astigmatism
Uniform
Astigmatism
Distortion I
Distortion II
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! For Loop to run through the calculation matrices
for s, 1, num-1, 1
! Making sure that I don't trace the stop
if (q == 1) & (s == stop) then s = s + 1
! Calculations of aberrations
linear_astigmatism = (VEC1(s) - VEC1(s+100))/2
constant_astigmatism = VEC2(s)
constant_coma = VEC3(s)
display_wfe = VEC3(s+100)
distortion_one = VEC1(s+200)
distortion_two = VEC1(s+300)
VEC4 S+100, linear_astigmatism
! Formatting Results
spaceA$ = " "
space1$ = "
"
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
space6$ = "
"
if sign(constant_astigmatism) == -1 then space1$ = "
if sign(constant_coma) == -1 then space2$ = "
if sign(linear_astigmatism) == -1 then space3$ = "
if sign(distortion_one) == -1 then space4$ = "
if sign(distortion_two) == -1 then space5$ = "
if sign(display_wfe) == -1 then space6$ = "
"
if s > 9 then spaceA$ = " "

"
"
"
"
"

! Display the differences in field tilt to astigmatism
if dis != 1 then print s, , spaceA$, space1$, constant_astigmatism,
space2$, constant_coma, space3$, linear_astigmatism, space4$,
distortion_one, space5$, distortion_two, space6$, display_wfe
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating the RSS of my Tilt, Asti, and Coma
! Defining Initial Conditions
s = 1
sum_lasti = 0
sum_casti = 0
sum_coma = 0
sum_dis_one = 0
sum_dis_two = 0
sum_wfe = 0
! Display Headings
if dis != 1 then print
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if dis != 1 then print "Root Sum Squared Calculations"
if dis != 1 then print "Uniform Astigmatism
Uniform Coma
Linear Astigmatism
Distortion I
Distortion II
WFE
RSS WFE"

Nominal

! Loop to pull the values out of my previous arrays
for s, 1, num-1, 1
! Making sure that I don't trace the stop
if (q == 1) & (s == stop) then s = s + 1
! Defining the previous values into a temporary variable
rss_lasti_temp = VEC4(s+100)
rss_casti_temp = VEC2(s)
rss_coma_temp = VEC3(s)
rss_dis_one_temp = VEC1(s+200)
rss_dis_two_temp = VEC1(s+300)
rss_wfe_temp = VEC3(s+100)
! Summing Constraint to constantly sum the previous values
sum_lasti = sum_lasti + (rss_lasti_temp * rss_lasti_temp)
sum_casti = sum_casti + (rss_casti_temp * rss_casti_temp)
sum_coma = sum_coma + (rss_coma_temp * rss_coma_temp)
sum_dis_one = sum_dis_one + (rss_dis_one_temp * rss_dis_one_temp)
sum_dis_two = sum_dis_two + (rss_dis_two_temp * rss_dis_two_temp)
sum_wfe = sum_wfe + (rss_wfe_temp * rss_wfe_temp)
next
! Taking the square root of the sums
rss_lasti = sqrt(sum_lasti)
rss_casti = sqrt(sum_casti)
rss_coma = sqrt(sum_coma)
rss_dis_one = sqrt(sum_dis_one)
rss_dis_two = sqrt(sum_dis_two)
rss_wfe = sqrt(sum_wfe)
! Formatting Results
space0$ = "
"
space2$ = "
space3$ = "
space4$ = "
space5$ = "
space6$ = "
space7$ = "
"

"
"
"
"
"

! Display the RSS terms
if dis != 1 then print space0$, rss_casti, space2$, rss_coma, space3$,
rss_lasti, space4$, rss_dis_one, space5$, rss_dis_two, space6$,
nom_wfe, space7$, rss_wfe
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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! Resetting the MFE back to what it was originally
LOADMERIT def_mf$
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Resetting the number of fields
SYSP 101, fields
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Resetting the original BFD
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV, 0, 0
SURP im_plane, THIC, i_bfd
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Prepare RSS data to get sent back to a parent macro
callsetdbl 1, rss_wfe
callsetdbl 2, rss_dis_one
callsetdbl 3, rss_dis_two
callsetdbl 5, rss_coma
callsetdbl 6, rss_lasti
callsetdbl 7, rss_casti

Macro 2. Thickness tolerance sensitivity macro for Zemax. This macro is
designed to vary the center thickness value of any surface of the system and
display what the aberration values are for the on axis and off axis rays. This then
finds the perturbed amount of spherical, linear coma, and quadratic astigmatism
of the system (for each surface) and displays the root sum square of all of these
terms. This is an averaging technique that gives ease to the user.

! Thickness.zpl
!
! Eric Herman
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Adding a surface out front to get the ray angles
INSERT 1
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
dis = cald(1)
! User Inputting of the thickness
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num = NSUR()
input "Enter the amount you wish to vary the thicknesses (in
microns):", in
if (in == 0) then in = 50
change = in * 1E-3
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Saving the initial BFD and setting it to be a paraxial solve
im_plane = NSUR() - 1
image = NSUR()
i_bfd = THIC(im_plane)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Saving and Removing the Merit Function as well as Finding the Nominal
! WFE
def_mf$ = "my_merit_function.mf"
SAVEMERIT def_mf$
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
nom_wfe = MFCN()
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the EFL of the system
getsystemdata 1
focal = VEC1(7)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the nominal aberration terms
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0

! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
nom_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
nom_coma = (e-f)/2
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temp_1 =
temp_2 =
temp_3 =
temp_4 =
nom_asti

e+f
temp_1 /2
g+h
temp_3 /2
= temp_2 - temp_4

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Running through the field and calculating distortion
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
y_chief = RAYY(image)
! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN nom_dis = z
NEXT x
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the positive thickness changes
for s, 1, num-1, 1
current_thick = spro(s, 3)
pos_thick = current_thick + change
surp s, thic, pos_thick
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
update editors
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0
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!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
pos_min_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
pos_max_coma = (e-f)/2
temp_1 = e+f
temp_2 = temp_1 /2
temp_3 = g+h
temp_4 = temp_3 /2
pos_max_asti = temp_2 - temp_4
pos_del_sph = pos_min_sph - nom_sph
pos_del_coma = pos_max_coma - nom_coma
pos_del_asti = pos_max_asti - nom_asti
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
pos_del_wfe = mfcn() - nom_wfe
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
y_chief = RAYY(image)
! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN pos_max_dis = z
NEXT x
pos_del_dis = pos_max_dis - nom_dis
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VEC1 s, pos_del_wfe
VEC1 s+100, pos_del_sph
VEC1 s+200, pos_del_dis
VEC1 s+400, pos_del_coma
VEC1 s+500, pos_del_asti
surp s, thic, current_thick
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the negative thickness changes
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for s, 1, num-1, 1
current_thick = spro(s, 3)
neg_thick = current_thick - change
surp s, thic, neg_thick
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
update editors
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
neg_min_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
neg_max_coma = (e-f)/2
temp_1 = e+f
temp_2 = temp_1 /2
temp_3 = g+h
temp_4 = temp_3 /2
neg_max_asti = temp_2 - temp_4
neg_del_sph = neg_min_sph - nom_sph
neg_del_coma = neg_max_coma - nom_coma
neg_del_asti = neg_max_asti - nom_asti
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
neg_del_wfe = mfcn() - nom_wfe
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
y_chief = RAYY(image)
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! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN neg_max_dis = z
NEXT x
neg_del_dis = neg_max_dis - nom_dis
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VEC2 s, neg_del_wfe
VEC2 s+100, neg_del_sph
VEC2 s+200, neg_del_dis
VEC2 s+400, neg_del_coma
VEC2 s+500, neg_del_asti
surp s, thic, current_thick
update editors
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Finding the mean of the positive and negative changes
if dis != 1 then print "All Dimensions in Waves"
if dis != 1 then print
if dis != 1 then print "Thickness Variation"
if dis != 1 then print "Surface
Spherical Aberration
Quadratic Astigmatism
Linear Coma
Cubic Distortion
RMS
WFE"
for s, 2, num-1, 1
! Zemax Method of Mean Finding
mean_wfe = sqrt((VEC1(s)*VEC1(s))+(VEC2(s)*VEC2(s)))
mean_sph = sqrt((VEC1(s+100)*VEC1(s+100))+(VEC2(s+100)*VEC2(s+100)))
mean_coma = sqrt((VEC1(s+400)*VEC1(s+400))+(VEC2(s+400)*VEC2(s+400)))
mean_asti = sqrt((VEC1(s+500)*VEC1(s+500))+(VEC2(s+500)*VEC2(s+500)))
mean_dis = sqrt((VEC1(s+200)*VEC1(s+200))+(VEC2(s+200)*VEC2(s+200)))
VEC3 s, mean_wfe
VEC3 s+100, mean_sph
VEC3 s+200, mean_dis
VEC3 s+400, mean_coma
VEC3 s+500, mean_asti
! Formatting Results
spaceA$ = " "
space1$ = "
"
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
if sign(mean_sph) == -1 then space1$ = "

"
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if
if
if
if
if

sign(mean_asti) == -1 then space2$ = "
sign(mean_coma) == -1 then space3$ = "
sign(mean_dis) == -1 then space4$ = "
sign(mean_wfe) == -1 then space5$ = "
s > 10 then spaceA$ = " "

"
"
"
"

! Display the differences in field tilt to astigmatism
if dis != 1 then print s-1, , spaceA$, space1$, mean_sph, space2$,
mean_asti, space3$, mean_coma, space4$, mean_dis, space5$, mean_wfe
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating the RSS of my aberrations found
! Defining Initial Conditions
s = 1
sum_wfe = 0
sum_sph = 0
sum_coma = 0
sum_asti = 0
sum_dis = 0
! Display Headings
if dis != 1 then print
if dis != 1 then print "Root Sum Squared Calculations"
if dis != 1 then print "Spherical Aberration
Quadratic
Astigmatism
Linear Coma
Cubic Distortion
Nominal WFE
RMS Aberrated WFE"
! Loop to pull the values out of my previous matrices
for s, 1, num-1, 1
! Defining the previous values into a temporary variable
rss_wfe_temp = VEC3(s)
rss_sph_temp = VEC3(s+100)
rss_coma_temp = VEC3(s+400)
rss_asti_temp = VEC3(s+500)
rss_dis_temp = VEC3(s+200)
! Summing Constraint to constantly sum the previous values
sum_wfe = sum_wfe + (rss_wfe_temp * rss_wfe_temp)
sum_sph = sum_sph + (rss_sph_temp * rss_sph_temp)
sum_coma = sum_coma + (rss_coma_temp * rss_coma_temp)
sum_asti = sum_asti + (rss_asti_temp * rss_asti_temp)
sum_dis = sum_dis + (rss_dis_temp * rss_dis_temp)
next
! Taking the square root of the sums
rss_wfe = sqrt(sum_wfe)
rss_sph = sqrt(sum_sph)
rss_coma = sqrt(sum_coma)
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rss_asti = sqrt(sum_asti)
rss_dis = sqrt(sum_dis)
! Calculating the average WFE per surface
avg_wfe = rss_wfe/(num-1)
! Formatting and Displaying Results
space0$ = "
"
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
space6$ = "
"
! Display the RSS terms
if dis != 1 then print space0$, rss_sph, space2$, rss_asti, space3$,
rss_coma, space4$, rss_dis, space5$, nom_wfe, space6$, rss_wfe
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Resetting the MFE back to what it was originally
LOADMERIT def_mf$
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Resetting the original BFD
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV, 0, 0
SURP im_plane, THIC, i_bfd
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Deleting the first surface I added
DELETE 1
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Prepare RSS data to get sent back to a parent macro
callsetdbl 1, rss_wfe
callsetdbl 2, rss_sph
callsetdbl 3, rss_dis
callsetdbl 5, rss_coma
callsetdbl 6, rss_asti
callsetdbl 8, avg_wfe

Macro 3. Index tolerance sensitivity macro for Zemax. This macro is designed to
vary the index value of any glass surface of the lens and display what the
aberration values are for the on axis and off axis rays. This then finds the
perturbed amount of spherical, linear coma, and quadratic astigmatism of the
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system (for each surface) and displays the root sum square of all of these terms.
This is an averaging technique that gives ease to the user.

! Index.zpl
!
! Eric Herman
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Adding a surface out front to get the ray angles
DECLARE pos, double, 1, 1000000
DECLARE neg, double, 1, 1000000
REMOVEVARIABLES
INSERT 1
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
dis = cald(1)
! User Inputting of the thickness
num = NSUR()
input "Enter the amount you wish to vary the index:", change
if (change == 0) then change = 0.0005
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Saving the initial BFD and setting it to be a paraxial solve
im_plane = NSUR() - 1
image = NSUR()
i_bfd = THIC(im_plane)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Saving and Removing the Merit Function as well as Finding the Nominal
! WFE
def_mf$ = "my_merit_function.mf"
SAVEMERIT def_mf$
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
nom_wfe = MFCN()
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the EFL of the system
getsystemdata 1
focal = VEC1(7)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the nominal aberration terms
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! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0

! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
nom_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
nom_coma = (e-f)/2
temp_1 = e+f
temp_2 = temp_1 /2
temp_3 = g+h
temp_4 = temp_3 /2
nom_asti = temp_2 - temp_4
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Running through the field and calculating distortion
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
y_chief = RAYY(image)
! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN nom_dis = z
NEXT x
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the positive index changes
for s, 1, num-1, 1
current_glass$ = $glass(s)
temp = INDX(s)
solve = SOLV(s,2,0)
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if (current_glass$ $!= "")
current_index = GIND(s)
current_abbe = GABB(s)
else
if (temp != 1)
setvar s, i, 1
getvardata 4
current_index = VEC4(5)
setvar s, i, 0
setvecsize 1000
setvar s, j, 1
getvardata 4
current_abbe = VEC4(5)
setvar s, j, 0
setvecsize 1000
else
if (solve == 2)
solve_surf = SOLV(s,2,1)
setvar solve_surf, i, 1
getvardata 4
current_index = VEC4(5)
setvar solve_surf, i, 0
setvecsize 1000
setvar solve_surf, j, 1
getvardata 4
current_abbe = VEC4(5)
setvar solve_surf, j, 0
setvecsize 1000
else
current_index = 1.000000
current_abbe = 0
endif
endif
endif
pos_index = current_index + change
solvetype s, gm, pos_index, current_abbe
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
update editors
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
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RAYTRACE 0, 1, -1, 0
h = OPDC()
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
pos_min_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
pos_max_coma = (e-f)/2
temp_1 = e+f
temp_2 = temp_1 /2
temp_3 = g+h
temp_4 = temp_3 /2
pos_max_asti = temp_2 - temp_4
pos_del_sph = pos_min_sph - nom_sph
pos_del_coma = pos_max_coma - nom_coma
pos_del_asti = pos_max_asti - nom_asti
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
pos_del_wfe = mfcn() - nom_wfe
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
y_chief = RAYY(image)
! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN pos_max_dis = z
NEXT x
pos_del_dis = pos_max_dis - nom_dis
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
pos(s) = pos_del_wfe
pos(s+100) = pos_del_sph
pos(s+200) = pos_del_dis
pos(s+400) = pos_del_coma
pos(s+500) = pos_del_asti
solvetype s, gm, current_index, current_abbe
if (current_glass$ $!= "")
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solvetype s, gf
surp s, 4, current_glass$
goto 1
else
if (current_index != 1)
goto 1
else
solvetype s, gf
surp s, 4, ""
goto 1
endif
endif
LABEL 1
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the negative index changes
for s, 1, num-1, 1
current_glass$ = $glass(s)
temp = INDX(s)
solve = SOLV(s,2,0)
if (current_glass$ $!= "")
current_index = GIND(s)
current_abbe = GABB(s)
else
if (temp != 1)
setvar s, i, 1
getvardata 4
current_index = VEC4(5)
setvar s, i, 0
setvecsize 1000
setvar s, j, 1
getvardata 4
current_abbe = VEC4(5)
setvar s, j, 0
setvecsize 1000
else
if (solve == 2)
solve_surf = SOLV(s,2,1)
setvar solve_surf, i, 1
getvardata 4
current_index = VEC4(5)
setvar solve_surf, i, 0
setvecsize 1000
setvar solve_surf, j, 1
getvardata 4
current_abbe = VEC4(5)
setvar solve_surf, j, 0
setvecsize 1000
else
current_index = 1.000000
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current_abbe = 0
endif
endif
endif
neg_index = current_index - change
solvetype s, gm, neg_index, current_abbe
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
update editors
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
neg_min_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
neg_max_coma = (e-f)/2
temp_1 = e+f
temp_2 = temp_1 /2
temp_3 = g+h
temp_4 = temp_3 /2
neg_max_asti = temp_2 - temp_4
neg_del_sph = neg_min_sph - nom_sph
neg_del_coma = neg_max_coma - nom_coma
neg_del_asti = neg_max_asti - nom_asti
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
neg_del_wfe = mfcn() - nom_wfe
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
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y_chief = RAYY(image)
! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN neg_max_dis = z
NEXT x
neg_del_dis = neg_max_dis - nom_dis
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
neg(s) = neg_del_wfe
neg(s+100) = neg_del_sph
neg(s+200) = neg_del_dis
neg(s+400) = neg_del_coma
neg(s+500) = neg_del_asti
solvetype s, gm, current_index, current_abbe
if (current_glass$ $!= "")
solvetype s, gf
surp s, 4, current_glass$
goto 2
else
if (current_index != 1)
goto 2
else
solvetype s, gf
surp s, 4, ""
goto 2
endif
endif
LABEL 2
next
update editors
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Finding the mean of the positive and negative changes
if dis != 1 then print "All Dimensions in Waves"
if dis != 1 then print
if dis != 1 then print "Index Variation"
if dis != 1 then print "Surface
Spherical Aberration
Quadratic Astigmatism
Linear Coma
Cubic Distortion
RMS
WFE"
for s, 2, num-1, 1
! Zemax Method of Mean Finding
mean_wfe = sqrt((pos(s)*pos(s))+(neg(s)*neg(s)))
mean_sph = sqrt((pos(s+100)*pos(s+100))+(neg(s+100)*neg(s+100)))
mean_coma = sqrt((pos(s+400)*pos(s+400))+(neg(s+400)*neg(s+400)))
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mean_asti = sqrt((pos(s+500)*pos(s+500))+(neg(s+500)*neg(s+500)))
mean_dis = sqrt((pos(s+200)*pos(s+200))+(neg(s+200)*neg(s+200)))
VEC3 s, mean_wfe
VEC3 s+100, mean_sph
VEC3 s+200, mean_dis
VEC3 s+400, mean_coma
VEC3 s+500, mean_asti
! Formatting Results
spaceA$ = " "
space1$ = "
"
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
if sign(mean_sph) == -1 then space1$ = "
if sign(mean_asti) == -1 then space2$ = "
if sign(mean_coma) == -1 then space3$ = "
if sign(mean_dis) == -1 then space4$ = "
if sign(mean_wfe) == -1 then space5$ = "
if s > 10 then spaceA$ = " "

"
"
"
"
"

! Display the differences in field tilt to astigmatism
if dis != 1 then print s-1, , spaceA$, space1$, mean_sph, space2$,
mean_asti, space3$, mean_coma, space4$, mean_dis, space5$, mean_wfe
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating the RSS of my aberrations found
! Defining Initial Conditions
s = 1
sum_wfe = 0
sum_sph = 0
sum_coma = 0
sum_asti = 0
sum_dis = 0
! Display Headings
if dis != 1 then print
if dis != 1 then print "Root Sum Squared Calculations"
if dis != 1 then print "Spherical Aberration
Quadratic
Astigmatism
Linear Coma
Cubic Distortion
Nominal WFE
RMS Aberrated WFE"
! Loop to pull the values out of my previous matrices
for s, 1, num-1, 1
! Defining the previous values into a temporary variable
rss_wfe_temp = VEC3(s)
rss_sph_temp = VEC3(s+100)
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rss_coma_temp = VEC3(s+400)
rss_asti_temp = VEC3(s+500)
rss_dis_temp = VEC3(s+200)
! Summing Constraint to constantly sum the previous values
sum_wfe = sum_wfe + (rss_wfe_temp * rss_wfe_temp)
sum_sph = sum_sph + (rss_sph_temp * rss_sph_temp)
sum_coma = sum_coma + (rss_coma_temp * rss_coma_temp)
sum_asti = sum_asti + (rss_asti_temp * rss_asti_temp)
sum_dis = sum_dis + (rss_dis_temp * rss_dis_temp)
next
! Taking the square root of the sums
rss_wfe = sqrt(sum_wfe)
rss_sph = sqrt(sum_sph)
rss_coma = sqrt(sum_coma)
rss_asti = sqrt(sum_asti)
rss_dis = sqrt(sum_dis)
! Calculating the average WFE per surface
avg_wfe = rss_wfe/(num-1)
! Formatting and Displaying Results
space0$ = "
"
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
space6$ = "
"
! Display the RSS terms
if dis != 1 then print space0$, rss_sph, space2$, rss_asti, space3$,
rss_coma, space4$, rss_dis, space5$, nom_wfe, space6$, rss_wfe
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Resetting the MFE back to what it was originally
LOADMERIT def_mf$
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Resetting the original BFD
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV, 0, 0
SURP im_plane, THIC, i_bfd
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Deleting the first surface I added
DELETE 1
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Prepare RSS data to get sent back to a parent macro
callsetdbl 1, rss_wfe
callsetdbl 2, rss_sph
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callsetdbl
callsetdbl
callsetdbl
callsetdbl
callsetdbl

3,
5,
6,
8,
9,

rss_dis
rss_coma
rss_asti
avg_wfe
nom_wfe

Macro 4. Radius tolerance sensitivity macro for Zemax. This macro is designed to
vary the radius value of any surface of the lens and display what the aberration
values are for the on axis and off axis rays. This then finds the perturbed amount
of spherical, linear coma, and quadratic astigmatism of the system (for each
surface) and displays the root sum square of all of these terms. This is an
averaging technique that gives ease to the user.

! RADIUS.zpl
!
! Eric Herman
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Adding a surface out front to get the ray angles
INSERT 1
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
dis = cald(1)
! User Inputting of the radius percentage change
num = NSUR()
input "Enter the percent you wish to vary the radii (%):", in
if (in == 0) then in = 0.1
change = in*1E-2
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Saving the initial BFD and setting it to be a paraxial solve
im_plane = NSUR() - 1
image = NSUR()
i_bfd = THIC(im_plane)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Saving and Removing the Merit Function as well as Finding the Nominal
! WFE
def_mf$ = "my_merit_function.mf"
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SAVEMERIT def_mf$
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
nom_wfe = MFCN()
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the EFL of the system
getsystemdata 1
focal = VEC1(7)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the nominal aberration terms
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0

! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
nom_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
nom_coma = (e-f)/2
temp_1 = e+f
temp_2 = temp_1 /2
temp_3 = g+h
temp_4 = temp_3 /2
nom_asti = temp_2 - temp_4
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Running through the field and calculating distortion
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
y_chief = RAYY(image)
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! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN nom_dis = z
NEXT x
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the positive radius changes
for s, 1, num, 1
current_rad = radi(s)
if current_rad != 0 then current_curv = 1/current_rad
pos_rad = current_rad + (current_rad * change)
if current_rad != 0 then pos_curv = 1/pos_rad
if current_rad != 0 then surp s, curv, pos_curv
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
update editors
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
pos_min_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
pos_max_coma = (e-f)/2
temp_1 = e+f
temp_2 = temp_1 /2
temp_3 = g+h
temp_4 = temp_3 /2
pos_max_asti = temp_2 - temp_4
pos_del_sph = pos_min_sph - nom_sph
pos_del_coma = pos_max_coma - nom_coma
pos_del_asti = pos_max_asti - nom_asti
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SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
pos_del_wfe = mfcn() - nom_wfe
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
y_chief = RAYY(image)
! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN pos_max_dis = z
NEXT x
pos_del_dis = pos_max_dis - nom_dis
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VEC1 s, pos_del_wfe
VEC1 s+100, pos_del_sph
VEC1 s+200, pos_del_dis
VEC1 s+400, pos_del_coma
VEC1 s+500, pos_del_asti
if current_rad != 0 then surp s, curv, current_curv
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Getting the negative radius changes
for s, 1, num, 1
current_rad = radi(s)
if current_rad != 0 then current_curv = 1/current_rad
neg_rad = current_rad - (current_rad * change)
if current_rad != 0 then neg_curv = 1/neg_rad
if current_rad != 0 then surp s, curv, neg_curv
DELETEMFO ALL
DEFAULTMERIT 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 6, 4, 0, -1, 0, -1, 1
update editors
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, 1
a = OPDC()
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! Raytrace Off
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
e = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
f = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
g = OPDC()
RAYTRACE 0, 1,
h = OPDC()

Axis
0, 1
0, -1
1, 0
-1, 0

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculate On Axis Aberrations
neg_min_sph = a
! Calculate Positive Off Axis Aberrations
neg_max_coma = (e-f)/2
temp_1 = e+f
temp_2 = temp_1 /2
temp_3 = g+h
temp_4 = temp_3 /2
neg_max_asti = temp_2 - temp_4
neg_del_sph = neg_min_sph - nom_sph
neg_del_coma = neg_max_coma - nom_coma
neg_del_asti = neg_max_asti - nom_asti
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV
OPTIMIZE
neg_del_wfe = mfcn() - nom_wfe
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TM, 0, 0
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
max = 0
FOR x, 0, 1, 0.01
! Raytrace On Axis
RAYTRACE 0, x, 0, 0
angle = TANG(ASIN(RAYM(1)))
y_ref = focal * angle
y_chief = RAYY(image)
! Calculating distortion if it isn't on axis
IF (x == 0)
distortion = 0
ELSE
distortion = ((y_chief-y_ref)/y_ref)*100
ENDIF
z = ABSO(distortion)
IF z >= max THEN neg_max_dis = z
NEXT x
neg_del_dis = neg_max_dis - nom_dis
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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VEC2 s, neg_del_wfe
VEC2 s+100, neg_del_sph
VEC2 s+200, neg_del_dis
VEC2 s+400, neg_del_coma
VEC2 s+500, neg_del_asti
if current_rad != 0 then surp s, curv, current_curv
update editors
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Finding the mean of the positive and negative changes
if dis != 1 then print "All Dimensions in Waves"
if dis != 1 then print
if dis != 1 then print "Radius Variation"
if dis != 1 then print "Surface
Spherical Aberration
Quadratic Astigmatism
Linear Coma
Cubic Distortion
RMS
WFE"
for s, 2, num-1, 1
! Zemax Method of Mean Finding
mean_wfe = sqrt((VEC1(s)*VEC1(s))+(VEC2(s)*VEC2(s)))
mean_sph = sqrt((VEC1(s+100)*VEC1(s+100))+(VEC2(s+100)*VEC2(s+100)))
mean_coma = sqrt((VEC1(s+400)*VEC1(s+400))+(VEC2(s+400)*VEC2(s+400)))
mean_asti = sqrt((VEC1(s+500)*VEC1(s+500))+(VEC2(s+500)*VEC2(s+500)))
mean_dis = sqrt((VEC1(s+200)*VEC1(s+200))+(VEC2(s+200)*VEC2(s+200)))
VEC3 s, mean_wfe
VEC3 s+100, mean_sph
VEC3 s+200, mean_dis
VEC3 s+400, mean_coma
VEC3 s+500, mean_asti
! Formatting Results
spaceA$ = " "
space1$ = "
"
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
if sign(mean_sph) == -1 then space1$ = "
if sign(mean_asti) == -1 then space2$ = "
if sign(mean_coma) == -1 then space3$ = "
if sign(mean_dis) == -1 then space4$ = "
if sign(mean_wfe) == -1 then space5$ = "
if s > 10 then spaceA$ = " "

"
"
"
"
"

! Display the differences in field tilt to astigmatism
if dis != 1 then print s-1, , spaceA$, space1$, mean_sph, space2$,
mean_asti, space3$, mean_coma, space4$, mean_dis, space5$, mean_wfe
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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! Calculating the RSS of my aberrations found
! Defining Initial Conditions
s = 1
sum_wfe = 0
sum_sph = 0
sum_coma = 0
sum_asti = 0
sum_dis = 0
! Display Headings
if dis != 1 then print
if dis != 1 then print "Root Sum Squared Calculations"
if dis != 1 then print "Spherical Aberration
Quadratic
Astigmatism
Linear Coma
Cubic Distortion
Nominal WFE
RMS Aberrated WFE"
! Loop to pull the values out of my previous matrices
for s, 1, num-1, 1
! Defining the previous values into a temporary variable
rss_wfe_temp = VEC3(s)
rss_sph_temp = VEC3(s+100)
rss_coma_temp = VEC3(s+400)
rss_asti_temp = VEC3(s+500)
rss_dis_temp = VEC3(s+200)
! Summing Constraint to constantly sum the previous values
sum_wfe = sum_wfe + (rss_wfe_temp * rss_wfe_temp)
sum_sph = sum_sph + (rss_sph_temp * rss_sph_temp)
sum_coma = sum_coma + (rss_coma_temp * rss_coma_temp)
sum_asti = sum_asti + (rss_asti_temp * rss_asti_temp)
sum_dis = sum_dis + (rss_dis_temp * rss_dis_temp)
next
! Taking the square root of the sums
rss_wfe = sqrt(sum_wfe)
rss_sph = sqrt(sum_sph)
rss_coma = sqrt(sum_coma)
rss_asti = sqrt(sum_asti)
rss_dis = sqrt(sum_dis)
! Calculating the average WFE per surface
avg_wfe = rss_wfe/(num-1)
! Formatting and Displaying Results
space0$ = "
"
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
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space6$ = "

"

! Display the RSS terms
if dis != 1 then print space0$, rss_sph, space2$, rss_asti, space3$,
rss_coma, space4$, rss_dis, space5$, nom_wfe, space6$, rss_wfe
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Resetting the MFE back to what it was originally
LOADMERIT def_mf$
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Resetting the original BFD
SOLVETYPE im_plane, TV, 0, 0
SURP im_plane, THIC, i_bfd
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Deleting the first surface I added
DELETE 1
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Prepare RSS data to get sent back to a parent macro
callsetdbl 1, rss_wfe
callsetdbl 2, rss_sph
callsetdbl 3, rss_dis
callsetdbl 5, rss_coma
callsetdbl 6, rss_asti
callsetdbl 8, avg_wfe

Macro 5. Total Tolerance Run tolerance sensitivity macro for Zemax. This macro
is design to gather data from all of the prior created macros. These include Tilt,
Thickness, Radius, and Index. This macro is designed to gather all of those
macros into one. Once each is opened it will gather the RSS of each of their final
calculated aberration values. Once all of this is performed the data is output.

! TOLERANCE.ZPL
!
! Eric Herman
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
num = NSUR()
! Display Headings
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tilt$ = "Tol Tilt 2.zpl"
thick$ = "Tol Thickness 2.zpl"
radius$ = "Tol Radius 2.zpl"
index$ = "Tol Index 2.zpl"
V$ = "Tol V#.zpl"
print
print "Unless Stated, Dimensions are in Waves"
print "Distortion Dimensions in Percentage"
print
print "Tolerance
RMS WFE
Uniform Coma
Uniform Astigmatism
Linear Astigmatism
Distortion I
Distortion II"
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
callsetdbl 1, 1
callmacro tilt$
VEC4(1) = cald(1)
#RSS WFE
VEC4(11) = cald(2)
VEC4(21) = cald(3)
VEC4(41) = cald(5)
#RSS Constant Coma
VEC4(51) = cald(6)
#RSS Linear Asti
VEC4(61) = cald(7)
#RSS Constant Asti
! Formatting and Displaying Results
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
space6$ = "
"
print "Tilt
", VEC4(1), space2$, VEC4(41), space3$, VEC4(61),
space4$, VEC4(51), space5$, VEC4(11), space6$, VEC4(21)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
print
print "Tolerance
RMS WFE
Spherical Aberration
Linear
Coma
Quadratic Astigmatism
Cubic Distortion"
callsetdbl 1, 1
callmacro thick$
VEC4(2) = cald(1)
#RSS WFE
VEC4(42) = cald(5)
#RSS Coma
VEC4(52) = cald(6)
#RSS Asti
VEC4(62) = cald(2)
#RSS Spha
VEC4(22) = cald(3)
#RSS Dist
! Formatting and Displaying Results
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
print "Thickness
", VEC4(2), space2$, VEC4(62), space3$, VEC4(42),
space4$, VEC4(52), space5$, VEC4(22)
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!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
callsetdbl 1, 1
callmacro radius$
VEC4(3) = cald(1)
#RSS WFE
VEC4(43) = cald(5)
#RSS Coma
VEC4(53) = cald(6)
#RSS Asti
VEC4(63) = cald(2)
#RSS Spha
VEC4(23) = cald(3)
#RSS Dist
! Formatting and Displaying Results
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
print "Radius
", VEC4(3), space2$, VEC4(63), space3$, VEC4(43),
space4$, VEC4(53), space5$, VEC4(23)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
callsetdbl 1, 1
callmacro index$
VEC4(4) = cald(1)
#RSS WFE
VEC4(44) = cald(5)
#RSS Coma
VEC4(54) = cald(6)
#RSS Asti
VEC4(64) = cald(2)
#RSS Spha
VEC4(24) = cald(3)
#RSS Dist
nom_wfe = cald(9)
#Nominal WFE
! Formatting and Displaying Results
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
print "Index
", VEC4(4), space2$, VEC4(64), space3$, VEC4(44),
space4$, VEC4(54), space5$, VEC4(24)
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Calculating the RSS of my aberrations found
! Defining Initial Conditions
s = 1
sum_wfe = 0
sum_coma = 0
sum_asti = 0
sum_sph = 0
sum_dis = 0
! Loop to pull the values out of my previous matrices
for s, 1, 4, 1
! Defining the previous values into a temporary variable
rss_wfe_temp = VEC4(s)
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rss_coma_temp = VEC4(s+40)
rss_asti_temp = VEC4(s+50)
rss_sph_temp = VEC4(s+60)
rss_dis_temp = VEC4(s+20)
! Summing Constraint to constantly sum the previous values
sum_wfe = sum_wfe + (rss_wfe_temp * rss_wfe_temp)
sum_coma = sum_coma + (rss_coma_temp * rss_coma_temp)
sum_asti = sum_asti + (rss_asti_temp * rss_asti_temp)
sum_sph = sum_sph + (rss_sph_temp * rss_sph_temp)
sum_dis = sum_dis + (rss_dis_temp * rss_dis_temp)
next
! Taking the square root of the sums
rss_wfe = sqrt(sum_wfe)
rss_coma = sqrt(sum_coma)
rss_asti = sqrt(sum_asti)
rss_sph = sqrt(sum_sph)
rss_dis = sqrt(sum_dis)
! Formatting and Displaying Results
space2$ = "
"
space3$ = "
"
space4$ = "
"
space5$ = "
"
if rss_sph < 10 then space2$ = "
"
if rss_coma < 10 then space3$ = "
"
if rss_asti < 10 then space4$ = "
"
if rss_dis < 10 then space5$ = "
"
print
print "Overall RSS
", rss_wfe, space2$, rss_sph, space3$, rss_coma,
space4$, rss_asti, space5$, rss_dis
print
print "Nominal WFE: ", nom_wfe
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APPENDIX D – Tolerance Grade Macros (Zemax and Code V)
Macro 6. Tolerance Grade Inverse Sensitivity macro for Zemax. This macro
applies a set of tolerances (that are a default) and then does an inverse sensitivity
tolerance to find out what the tolerances are. This then finds the tightest
tolerance between the lens to make it a symmetrical tolerance. After this macro, a
separate program is used to apply the actual tolerance grades.
! Tol_Grade.zpl
!
! Eric Herman
!
!
! Tilt (Element)
! Irregularity (Surface)
! Power (Surface)
! Index (Element)
! Thickness (Surface)
! V# (Element)
! Decenter (Element)
! Wedge (Element)
!
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Tolerance values to be used and tested for. The number of
! tolerances that will be assigned is defined here.
tilt=0.5
irreg=3
power=12
index=0.002
thick=0.5
v=1.0
wedg=0.5
edece=0.5
ewedg=0.5
tol = 13
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Insert the required number of surfaces in the tolerance
! editor. This needs to be done separately from the actual
! assigning of tolerances.
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num = NSUR()
img = num-1
surftol = (num-1)*tol
surf=1
for y, 1, surftol, 1
INSERTTOL 1
next
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Assign the tolerances
for x, 1, surftol, tol
! Tolerances the thickness up to the next surface (can be
! for both surfaces with glass and without). for a limit of
! thick.
IF (surf!=img)
SETTOL x+4, 0, "TTHI"
SETTOL x+4, 1, surf
SETTOL x+4, 2, (surf+1)
SETTOL x+4, 4, (-1*thick)
SETTOL x+4, 5, thick
ENDIF
IF (INDX(surf)==1) & (INDX(surf-1)==1)
ELSE
! Tolerances the Irregularity for only surfaces that are on
! an element.
SETTOL x, 0, "TIRR"
SETTOL x, 1, surf
SETTOL x, 4, (-1*irreg)
SETTOL x, 5, irreg
! Tolerances the Power for only surfaces that are on
! an element.
SETTOL x+1, 0, "TFRN"
SETTOL x+1, 1, surf
SETTOL x+1, 4, (-1*power)
SETTOL x+1, 5, power
! Tolerances the Tilt for only surfaces that are on
! an element in both X and Y.
IF ((INDX(surf)!=1) & (INDX(surf-1)==1)) | ((INDX(surf)==1)
& (INDX(surf-1)!=1))
SETTOL x+2, 0, "TIRX"
SETTOL x+2, 1, surf
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SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL

x+2,
x+2,
x+3,
x+3,
x+3,
x+3,

4,
5,
0,
1,
4,
5,

(-1*tilt)
tilt
"TIRY"
surf
(-1*tilt)
tilt

ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (INDX(surf)==1)
ELSE
! Tolerances the index for only elements.
SETTOL x+7, 0, "TIND"
SETTOL x+7, 1, surf
SETTOL x+7, 4, (-1*index)
SETTOL x+7, 5, index
! Tolerances the V# for only elements.
SETTOL x+8, 0, "TABB"
SETTOL x+8, 1, surf
SETTOL x+8, 4, (-1*v)
SETTOL x+8, 5, v
ENDIF
IF (INDX(surf)!=1) & (INDX(surf-1)!=1)
GOTO 1
ENDIF
IF (INDX(surf)==1)
ELSE
glas_temp=1
LABEL 2
IF (INDX(surf+glas_temp)!=1)
glas_temp = glas_temp+1
GOTO 2
ENDIF
! Tolerances the decenter for only elements in
! X and Y.
SETTOL x+9, 0, "TEDX"
SETTOL x+9, 1, surf
SETTOL x+9, 2, (surf+glas_temp)
SETTOL x+9, 4, (-1*edece)
SETTOL x+9, 5, edece
SETTOL x+10, 0, "TEDY"
SETTOL x+10, 1, surf
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SETTOL x+10, 2, (surf+glas_temp)
SETTOL x+10, 4, (-1*edece)
SETTOL x+10, 5, edece
! Tolerances the til for
! X and Y.
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL
SETTOL

only elements in
x+11,
x+11,
x+11,
x+11,
x+11,
x+12,
x+12,
x+12,
x+12,
x+12,

0,
1,
2,
4,
5,
0,
1,
2,
4,
5,

"TETX"
surf
(surf+glas_temp)
(-1*ewedg)
ewedg
"TETY"
surf
(surf+glas_temp)
(-1*ewedg)
ewedg

ENDIF
LABEL 1
surf=surf+1
NEXT
UPDATE ALL
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Assign the test wavelength and the BFL Compensator
INSERTTOL 1
INSERTTOL 1
! BFL Compensator
SETTOL 1, 0,
SETTOL 1, 1,
SETTOL 1, 4,
SETTOL 1, 5,

"COMP"
(num-1)
-8
8

! Wedge (Type and Value)
SETTOL 2, 0, "TWAV"
SETTOL 2, 4, 0.633

#
#
#
#

Compensator
Surface
Negative Limit
Positive Limit

# Testing Wavelength
# at 633nm

UPDATE ALL
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! Run the tolerances in an inverse sensitivity
TOLERANCE inverse_sens.TOP, listing.dat
CLOSEWINDOW
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Macro 7. Tolerance Grade Inverse Sensitivity macro for Code V. This macro uses
TOR to apply a set of tolerances (that are a default) and then does an inverse
sensitivity tolerance to find out what the tolerances are. This then finds the
tightest tolerance between the lenses to make it a symmetrical tolerance. After
this macro, a separate program is used to apply the actual tolerance grades.
! Tolerance Grade Stuff
! in "C:\Documents and Settings\Eric\Desktop\School\Dropbox\Single User
Shared Folders\Herman_Youngworth\Tolerance_Grades\Code V Initial
Inverse Sens\Inverse Sens Code.seq"
! RMS WFE Difference
^RSS_val == 0.05
! Run Inverse Sensitivities
TOR
FRE No; AZI TAN
INV
^RSS_val
WBF B1 SEN
GO
! Apply Grades
! Don't need rows 1 - 16
! Need columns 2, 3, 4, & 13
^row_max == (buf.lst b1)
buf del b1 i1..^row_max j14..33
buf del b1 i1..^row_max j5..12
buf del b1 i1..^row_max j1
buf del b1 i1..16
buf srt b1 j1
BUF EXP B1
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APPENDIX E – Tolerance Grade Program (Python)

Macro 8. Tolerance Grades applied for Code V. This program takes the
previously run macro from Code V and breaks the tolerances down into proper
labels. The resulting file is a CSV file type that can then be used elsewhere.
import csv
import Tkinter, tkFileDialog
import os
root = Tkinter.Tk()
root.withdraw()
data_filename=tkFileDialog.askopenfilename()
savedata_filename=tkFileDialog.asksaveasfilename(defaultextension='csv'
)
def giveGrade(tol,grades):
tol=float(tol)
if (tol <= float(grades[3])): # Ultra Precision Process
return ['A']
if (tol <= float(grades[2])): # Precision Process
return ['B']
if (tol <= float(grades[1])): # Standard Process
return ['C']
return ['D'] # Simple Process
data=[]
grades=[['DLF', '5', '3', '1'] ,
['DLR', '0.2', '0.1', '0.05'] ,
['DLT', '0.15', '0.05', '0.025'] ,
['DLN', '0.001', '0.0005', '0.0001'] ,
['DLV', '0.008', '0.005', '0.001'] ,
['CYD', '2', '0.5', '0.2'] ,
['CYN', '2', '0.5', '0.2'] ,
['TRY', '0.05', '0.01', '0.005'] ,
['TRX', '0.05', '0.01', '0.005'] ,
['BTY', '0.0158825', '0.00314159', '0.00062832'] ,
['BTX', '0.0158825', '0.00314159', '0.00062832'] ,
['DSY', '0.13', '0.05', '0.01'] ,
['DSX', '0.13', '0.05', '0.01']]
excs=[['CYD', 'IRR'] ,
['TRY', 'TIR'] ,
['BTY', 'BTI'] ,
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['DLR', 'BTI'],
['DSY', 'DIS']]
reps=[['CYN', 'Irregularity (Fringes)'] ,
['TRX', 'Wedge (lens units)'] ,
['BTX', 'Tilt (Radians)'] ,
['DSX', 'Decenter (lens units)'] ,
['DLT', 'Center Thickness (lens units)'] ,
['DLN', 'Index Change (lens units)'] ,
['DLV', 'V# Change (V# Units)'] ,
['DLF', 'Test Plate (Fringes)'] ]
with open(data_filename, 'rb') as csvfile:
spam=csv.reader(csvfile,delimiter='\t')
for row in spam:
data.append(row)

processed_data=[['Type','Surface 1','Surface 2','Value','Grade']]
for row in data:
for g in grades:
if row[0]==g[0]:
tname=row[0]
for e in excs:
if e[0]==tname:
tname=''
for r in reps:
if r[0]==tname:
tname=r[1]
if tname != '':
pdata= [tname,row[1],row[2],row[3]]
gda=(list(giveGrade(row[3],g)))
processed_data.append(pdata+gda)
pd=[]
dd=set()
for i, r1 in enumerate(processed_data):
dd.add(i)
for j, r2 in enumerate(processed_data):
if r1[0:2]==r2[0:2] and r1[3] >= r2[3] and i!=j:
dd.add(j)
try:
dd.remove(i)
i=j
r1=r2
except KeyError:
pass
for i in dd:
pd.append(processed_data[i])
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f=open(savedata_filename,'wb')
writer=csv.writer(f)
writer.writerows(pd)
f.close()
print 'Done File'

Macro 9. Tolerance Grades applied for Zemax. This program takes the previously
run macro from Zemax and breaks the tolerances down into proper labels. The
resulting file is a CSV file type that can then be used elsewhere. This program
must first clean up the results that are returned from Zemax.
def cleanUpZemax(inputFile):
raw_data=inputFile.read()
a=[]
raw_data=raw_data.split(' Change\n',1)[1]
rd= raw_data.split('\n\nWorst offenders:',1)[0]#.split('\n')
rd= rd.split('\n')
for j in rd:
j=j.split(' ')
j=filter(lambda x: len(x)>0, j)
if len(j)==8:
j.insert(2,'')
## remove elements 5 6 8 9
del j[8]
del j[7]
del j[5]
del j[4]
if abs(float(j[3])) > abs(float(j[4])):
j[3] =abs(float(j[3]))
del j[4]
else:
j[4] =abs(float(j[4]))
del j[3]
a.append(j)
return a
if __name__=='__main__':
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df_name='zemaxdata.dat'
f=file(df_name,'r')
b= cleanUpZemax(file(df_name,'r'))
print b

import csv
import Tkinter, tkFileDialog
from zemaxcleanup import cleanUpZemax
root = Tkinter.Tk()
root.withdraw()
data_filename=tkFileDialog.askopenfilename()
savedata_filename=tkFileDialog.asksaveasfilename(defaultextension='csv'
)
def giveGrade(tol,grades):
tol=float(tol)
if (tol <= float(grades[3])): # Ultra Precision Process
return ['A']
if (tol <= float(grades[2])): # Precision Process
return ['B']
if (tol <= float(grades[1])): # Standard Process
return ['C']
return ['D'] # Simple Process
data=[]
grades=[['TFRN', '5', '3', '1'] ,
['TTHI', '0.15', '0.05', '0.025'] ,
['TIND', '0.001', '0.0005', '0.0001'] ,
['TABB', '0.8', '0.5', '0.1'] ,
['TIRR', '2', '0.5', '0.2'] ,
['TIRY', '0.05', '0.01', '0.005'] ,
['TIRX', '0.05', '0.01', '0.005'] ,
['TETY', '0.910000218', '0.179999848', '0.0360000842'] ,
['TETX', '0.910000218', '0.179999848', '0.0360000842'] ,
['TEDY', '0.13', '0.05', '0.01'] ,
['TEDX', '0.13', '0.05', '0.01']]
excs=[['TIRY', 'TIR'] ,
['TETY', 'BTI'] ,
['TEDY', 'DIS']]
reps=[['TIRR', 'Irregularity (Fringes)'] ,
['TIRX', 'Wedge (lens units)'] ,
['TETX', 'Tilt (Radians)'] ,
['TEDX', 'Decenter (lens units)'] ,
['DLR', 'Radius Change (lens units)'] ,
['TTHI', 'Center Thickness (lens units)'] ,
['TIND', 'Index Change (lens units)'] ,
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['TABB', 'V# Change (V# Units)'] ,
['TFRN', 'Test Plate (Fringes)'] ]
data=cleanUpZemax(file(data_filename,'r'))

processed_data=[['Type','Surface 1','Surface 2','Value','Grade']]
for row in data:
for g in grades:
if row[0]==g[0]:
tname=row[0]
for e in excs:
if e[0]==tname:
tname=''
for r in reps:
if r[0]==tname:
tname=r[1]
if tname != '':
pdata= [tname,row[1],row[2],row[3]]
gda=(list(giveGrade(row[3],g)))
processed_data.append(pdata+gda)
pd=[]
dd=set()
for i, r1 in enumerate(processed_data):
dd.add(i)
for j, r2 in enumerate(processed_data):
if r1[0:2]==r2[0:2] and r1[3] >= r2[3] and i!=j:
dd.add(j)
try:
dd.remove(i)
i=j
r1=r2
except KeyError:
pass
for i in dd:
pd.append(processed_data[i])
f=open(savedata_filename,'wb')
writer=csv.writer(f)
writer.writerows(pd)
f.close()
print 'Done File'
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